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This paper proposes an update language, called ULL, for knowledge sys- 
tems based on logic programming. This language is built upon two basic 
update operators, respectively denoting insertion and deletion of a positive 
literal (atom). Thus, simple control structures are defined for combining 
the basic updates into programs capable of expressing complex updates. 
The semantics of the update language is centered around the idea of ex- 
ecuting a basic update by directly modifying the truth valuation of that 
(intensionally or extensionally defined) atom which is the object of the 
update. This modification propagates recursively to the truth valuations 
of those atoms dependent upon the updated one. The expressive power of 
this language isdiscussed, its implementation is studied, and an interpreter 
is given, which is proven correct w.r.t, the defined formal semantics. The 
computational complexity of the proposed implementation is also analyzed, 
showing that the update language interpreter runs efficiently. Finally, three 
extensions to ULL are discussed. The first allows the programmer to in- 
sert and delete rules, the second supports a form of hypothetical reasoning 
about updates, and the last introduces facilities in the language for the 
definition and the calling of update procedures. <1 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Logic programming is today a well-consolidated tool for various kinds of advanced 
application domains of knowledge ngineering including, for instance, intelligent 
database interfaces and expert systems. These systems have to support wo main 
activities: query answering and knowledge updating. Much research effort has 
been spent recently in the problem of efficient query answering, and presently this 
problem can be considered largely solved (see [10, 11, 39, 44, 54]). This is not 
true of knowledge updating. Indeed, even though a number of works can be found 
in the literature of recent years which address this latter problem (e.g., [29, 47, 
48]), no solution in fact exists which might be regarded as being satisfactory for all 
applicative frameworks. 
Roughly speaking, the problem of updating in the logic programming framework 
can be described as follows. Given a logic program P and an atom A to be inserted 
(resp., deleted), the task of updating is to modify the semantics of P in such a way 
that (1) the atom A is true (resp., false) in the modified semantics, and (2) the 
semantics i modified "consistently" with the rules in P. The latter point requires 
that a suitable form of "closure" is maintained within the modified semantics w.r.t. 
the inferences given by the rules of P. 
The first attempt o solve the problem of updating logic programs was the in- 
clusion of the two built-in update operators, namely, assert and retract, within the 
Prolog language [53, 58]. However, these update operators have many semantic and 
operational faults, as has been lucidly demonstrated by D. S. Warren in [66], and as 
a result, several alternative proposals have been put forward [7, 22, 28, 29, 35, 48, 
55, 61] that approach the problem as a generalization of the view update problem 
in the relational database framework (cf. [13]). These solutions, generally cleanly 
formalized, are based on "pushing-down" updates defined on intentional predicates 
(i.e., defined by logical rules) towards base ones (i.e., defined by ground facts only) 
because rules are regarded as certain, not updatable knowledge. 
As an example, consider the following logic program P: 
p(X) *- q(X) q(a) +-- r(a) +- 
p(X) *- r(X) q(b) *-- r(c) ~- 
The semantics of this program is given by the model: {q(a), q(b), r(a), r(c), p(a), 
p(b), p(c) }. Assume we want to delete the atom p(a). If the "push-down" approach 
is adopted, this update is effected by deleting from the above program both the atom 
r(a) and the atom q(a), leaving the rules defining the extension of the predicate p
unchanged. In other words, the resulting semantics i {q(b), r(c), p(b), p(c)}. 
Even if there is strong evidence pointing towards adopting the "push-down" phi- 
losophy in many situations, there are still a number of applications for which it 
is not well suited. A typical case in which a "push-down" semantics fails in pro- 
viding suitable meaning to update activities arises when a general rule holds at 
a given time, but some of the inferences drawn from its instances will be invali- 
dated afterwards. 
As  an example, consider a knowledge base describing some aspects of life in a 
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rl: eats(X, banana) ~- monkey(X) 
r2: eats(X, honey) ~-- bear(X) 
r3: eats(X, salmon) ~- bear(X) 
r4: happy(X) ~- bear(X),eats(X, honey), eats(X, salmon) 
rb: slimming(X) ~-- bear(X),~eats(X, honey) 
The above logic program Pzoo describes the classification by species of the ani- 
mals in the zoo, the food each species is usually fed, and some further relationships 
among species, diet, happiness, and weight modification of an individual animal. 
For instance, yogi s a bear, and so usually eats honey and salmon. Furthermore, 
yogi is happy and is not slimming. An exception to the ordinary diet occurs when, 
at some time, yogi the bear becomes ill through eating too much honey. In the new 
situation, yogi s disallowed more honey. A new semantics is thus required for the 
logic program in which the information that yogi can eat honey is no longer valid. 
This semantic modification can be specified by the update operation -eats(yogi, 
honey), which requests the deletion of the atom eats(yogi, honey), or in other words, 
requests that the atom eats(yogi, honey) should no longer be part of the intended 
semantics of the logic program, such that yogi s prevented from eating any more 
honey. Thus, since yogi does not eat honey, he is slimming and is not happy (see 
rules r4 and r5 above). From a semantic viewpoint, therefore, the expected result of 
-eats(yogi, honey), should be that of making false the two atoms eats(yogi, honey) 
and happy(yogi) and making true the atom slimming(yogi). 
Following a "push-down" approach, the effect of the update would be to delete 
the fact bear(yogi) ~ from Pzoo. Even if this makes eats(yogi, honey) false, it is 
clearly unintuitive as the atom bear(yogi) becomes false, whereas even if sick, yogi 
is still a bear. 
It could be objected that the expected result may be obtained, even if a "push- 
down" approach is assumed, by refining 7'2: 
eats(X, honey) ~-- bear(X), ~ate_too_much_honey( X ) 
and adding the fact ate_too_much_honey(yogi) ~-~ as needed. However, it must be 
noted that, in a situation like tile one described here, there can be many causes 
determining many changes in the ordinary diet, and to explicitly encode all the 
possibilities in the rules is obviously not convenient. 
It is also worth pointing out that the expected result cannot be obtained by 
means of the Prolog retract operator, as this allows only the complete limination 
of the rule r2, and thus enforces all bears to not eat honey. 
The Update Logic Language (ULL), presented in this paper, is based on the idea 
that updates requested on an intensional predicate q have to be carried out by 
directly modifying the set of tuples on which q holds, rather than changing the 
extensions of base predicates on which q depends (in other words, no "pushing 
down" is performed). 
As an example, let us consider again the program P and the update request 
"delete p(a)", introduced at the beginning of this section. We have already pointed 
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out that in the "pushing-down" approach, such an update deletes the facts q(a) 
and r(a) from P, yielding {q(b),r(c),p(b),p(c)} as the semantics of the program 
resultant upon execution of the update. In our approach, on the contrary, the atom 
p(a) is directly made false and no modifications take place on the truth valuations 
associated with atoms with predicate symbols q and 7". So, in this case, we obtain 
the following resulting semantics: {q(a), q(b), r(a), r(e), p(b), p(c)}. 
In this respect, our approach is different from the traditional ones. However, 
we must stress that we are not claiming here that our proposal is preferable in 
every situation to the more traditional ones based on the "push-down" technique. 
Rather, we have developed an approach that can deal with several (and, we claim, 
important) application cases where the use of the "push-down" approach to up- 
dating does not provide satisfactory solutions. In general, ULL is preferable to 
the "push-down" approach to represent situations where some portions of informa- 
tion initially expressed using a set of logic rules have to be refined afterwards for 
modeling one or more special cases, which may dynamically arise. These situations 
often occur in several application domains of knowledge representation (e.g., expert 
systems, deductive databases, legal systems), and some simple examples of them 
are given in this Introduction and in the following section. 
Besides executing updates directly on predicates on which they are requested, 
we adopt an intuitive "consistency principle" to take into account he logical im- 
plications defined in (the rules of) the program. This principle states that atoms 
which are "no longer" supported by any ground instance of the rules are to be 
made false, whereas atoms which are supported by some rule, and are not true in 
the current semantics, are to be made true. For instance, with regard to the zoo 
example above, preventing yogi from eating honey is realized by directly modifying 
the truth valuation of the atom eats(yogi, honey) (which is made false). The con- 
sistency principle then implies that the atoms slimming(yogi) and happy(yogi) are 
to be made, respectively, true and false, whereas the truth valuations of all other 
atoms remain unchanged. Thus, the intended semantics of the above discussed 
update is completely captured by ULL. 
ULL includes two basic update operators, namely - and +, which are used to 
speci~ the deletion (like the previous one) and insertion of atoms, respectively. 
Basic updates are not expressive nough on their own, and so are combined in ULL 
to form more complex updates as follows: 
1. Several basic update operations can be sequenced by listing them one after 
another in the order in which they are intended to be executed. 
2. It is possible to specify two conditions, each consisting of a logical goal (i.e., a 
possibly negated conjunction of literals), which influence the execution of an 
update. The first (precondition) is evaluated against he program semantics 
on which the update is requested; the second (postcondition) is evaluated 
against the program semantics which would result from application of the 
requested update operation. If both the conditions ave satisfied, then the 
update becomes persistent (i.e., the knowledge is modified according to the 
requested update operations); otherwise, the update is aborted and the logic 
program semantics remains unchanged. Either condition may be void, in 
which case the trivial condition True is assumed. A further role played by 
pre- and postconditions is to construct substitutions that are used to execute 
an update (see below). Note that our notion of pre- and postcondition is a 
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simplified form of the state-testing conditions of dynamic logics [33]. 
3. The programmer is able to choose one out of three execution rnodalities Lmder 
which an update is to be executed. In more detail, the possible forms of a 
ULL general update are the following: 
(a) S(C1 U C2), which denotes an update with an existential execution modal- 
ity (existential update, for short); 
(b) V(C~ U C2), which denotes an update with a universal execution modality 
(universal update, for short); 
(c) *(C1 U C2), which denotes an update with an iterated execution modality 
(iterated update, for short) 
where C1 and C2 are (possibly void) goals, and U is an update operation 
of the form UxU2...u,~,uz being a basic update, 1 < i < n. With refer- 
ence to the previous examples, note that the correct ULL syntax for the 
update -eats(yogi, honey) could have been either ~(-eats(yogi , honey)) or 
V(-eats(yogi, honey)), or *(-eats(yogi, honey)). However, as shown in Pro- 
position 4.1 (see below), the semantics of variable-free updates is independent 
of the execution modality. Therefore, in such cases, the modality speeifiers 
are dropped. The execution modality determines the way in which an up- 
date is to be executed. The universal modality expresses a deterministic 
set-oriented update, whereas an existential update expresses a nondetermin- 
istic tuple-oriented update, and finally, an iterated update denotes repeated 
execution of the corresponding existential update (see Sections 2 and 4 [br 
the illustration of general updates). 
4. Given k ULL general updates v91 . . . .  , ~e, it is possible to specify their se- 
quential execution, as @1; ~2; . . .  ;~k, where the sign ";" denotes th.e ULL 
sequential composition operator. 
In the following sections, we shall first provide a formal definition of the ULL 
language, and then discuss its expressive power, and study its implementation. In
particular, as we shall see, the semantics of updating a logic program will be defined 
by stating suitable modifications to its ground instantiation. Unfortunately, to ma- 
nipulate the ground instantiation of a logic program is computationally unfeasible. 
We shall therefore illustrate a technique by which the semantics of updating: a logic 
program can be computed without needing to directly manipulate its ground in- 
stantiation. This technique is conducive to the design of an evaluator of tt:Le ULL, 
and the correctness of the proposed implementation w.r.t. ULL formal semantics 
will be proven. We shall also address the computational complexity issue, and show 
that the proposed evaluator executes updates efficiently. 
We shall also consider some extensions to the basic ULL. First, we shall consider 
rule manipulation and extend the ULL to the support of insertion and deletion of 
rules as well, for the ability to request insertion or deletion of some (set of) ground 
instance rule(s) is sometimes useful as, for instance, when some specific instance of 
a general rule is to be invalidated under some special condition (as shown in Section 
6, this is generally different from requesting the invalidation of the inferred head 
atom, e.g., one could delete the inference A ~- B without falsifying A if A can be 
deduced from some other rule of the program). In the extension to ULL that will 
be illustrated, the programmer is also given this possibility by allowing a general 
update to contain basic updates of the form +(Q or -{r) ,  where 'r is a rule. 
Second, another extension to the language will be presented that supports a sire- 
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pie form of hypothetical reasoning. This extension is motivated by the observation 
that in many real world situations, the user does not necessarily wish to effect an 
update--say ff2--but wants to know whether q2 can be successfully executed or not 
(in order, possibly, to come to some decisions on the basis of this information). To 
support his activity, we allow to define hypothetical updates--an update predicate, 
denoted by (~), that yields true if q2 can be successfully executed. (k9 / does not 
modify the semantics of the program and can appear in pre/postconditions ju t like 
ordinary logical predicates. Thus, the execution of an update can be conditioned 
to the applicability of another update. 
Third, we will introduce facilities in the ULL for defining update procedures. An 
update procedure will denote a complex ULL update to which a name has been 
assigned. This name can be used to invoke the execution of the complex update 
within other updates. Parameters can be specified that are used to supply input 
data to the update procedure. 
As a final observation here, we should point out that, unlike most of the previ- 
ously proposed update languages for logic knowledge bases, which either allowed 
the execution of elementary updates to general theories or complex updates to 
relational databases, but not both, 1 ULL allows the programmer to define and ex- 
ecute complex modifications of logic programs, which can be, in fact, regarded as 
complex logical theories. In this respect, it is to be pointed out that we have lim- 
ited ourselves to addressing the problem of updating logic programs, rather than 
considering more general ogical theories for two main reasons: 
1. First, environments based on logic programming have both been developed 
and are available commercially. 
2. Second, logic languages as knowledge representation languages are more effi- 
ciently implementable than general ogical theories. 
These two reasons make logic languages more effective tools than general ogics for 
the development of real, large-scale applications of knowledge ngineering. 
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 contains a number of 
examples of simple update problems and their ULL solutions, which should help 
in informally illustrating the main characteristics of our approach. In Section 3, 
the formal framework of reference is outlined, and in Section 4, the ULL update 
language is both formally defined and its expressive power discussed. In Section 5, 
the evaluation of ULL programs is discussed, an interpreter of the language is given, 
and the complexity issues are addressed. In Section 6, three possible extentions 
to the update language are outlined, while a survey of previous scientific works 
related to the material presented in this paper is given in Section 7. Section 8 is 
devoted to the drawing of conclusions, and the Appendix to describe a prototypical 
implementation f the ULL language for updating deductive databases. 
2. SAMPLE UPDATES 
In this section, we shall present a number of examples which should shed some light 
on the structure of the ULL language. 
Let us continue the story, started in the Introduction, of yogi the bear. Assume 
1There are a few exceptions, e.g., [9]. 
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that, because of his illness, yogi tile bear has, temporarily, to eat oranges. Then 
the logic program Pzoo, which has been already updated by -eats(yogi, hc~.ney), 
will be further updated using +eats(yogi, orange). The effect of this update is 
to make true only the atom eats(yogi, orange), leaving the truth valuations of all 
other atoms unchanged. When yogi eventually regains his health, his normal diet 
can be restored. This can be accomplished by 
-eats(yogi, orange) + eats(yogi, honey). 
Such an update, besides causing the two requested iet modifications (i.e., yogi 
does not eat oranges and eats honey), also modifies the semantics of the predicates 
dependent on eats. In particular, yogi s again happy and not slimming. Henc.e, the 
original semantics of Pzoo is completely restored. Note that the previous update 
consists of a sequence of two operations, which are executed one after the other, 
from left to right in the order in which they appear. 
As already stated, the ULL language allows the use of different execution modal- 
ities for updates. We start by presenting an example of the use of the universal 
modality. Assume that the zoo has several employees who look after the animals. 
Each employee is defined by name, seniority, expressed in years, and monthly salary, 
expressed in dollars. Assume, moreover, that employees looking after bears receive 
an extra salary of $100/month, and then consider the logic program P~oo which 
extends the program Pzoo by adding the following clauses: 
employee(tom, 1, 1500)~- 
employee(john, 2, 2000)~- 
employee(bob, 3, 2500)~-- 
looka fter(john, yogi) ~-- 
lookafter(bob, booboo) 
looka fter(tom, kong) ~- 
extra_pay(X, 101))~--bear(Y), looka fter( X, Y) 
To refer to a classic database xample, assume that the salary of all employees who 
have been working at the zoo for at least two years is to be raised by 10%. Then, a 
set oriented modification of the logic program can be executed, which is expressed 
using a ULL universal update as follows: 
V(employee(X, Z, Y), Z > 2 - employee(X, Z Y) + employee(X, Z Y x 1.1)) 
Note that, in the update above, we have used the interpreted function "x" for 
simplicity. In the following sections, we shall employ ordinary function symbols. 
Intuitively, the update above works as follows: first, the set E of the substitutions 
satisfying the conjunction employee(X, Z Y), Z > 2 is computed (i.e., the set of 
all substitutions corresponding to employees with a working seniority greater than 
two years): If E = ~, the update halts with a null effect; otherwise, for each sub- 
stitution a in E, the update operation a(-employee(X, Z,Y)) is executed (i.e., 
the old employee's atom is made false). Finally, for each ~r in E, the update op- 
eration a(+employee(X, Z, Y x 1.05)) is executed (i.e., the new employee's tuple, 
including his raised salary, is inserted) and, since no postcondition has been spec- 
ified, the update succeeds and the modification becomes persistent. Note that the 
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result of the update above is independent on the order of application of these sub- 
stitutions. This property will be made clear in Section 4, when the ULL formal 
semantics is illustrated. To show the use of postconditions, assume that the salary 
raise may be effected only if it does not cause any employee with two years of 
seniority to earn more than $2100 as his base monthly pay. Such a constraint on 
the execution of the update can be imposed by simply adding the postcondition 
-,(employee(X, 2, T), T > 2100) to the previous update: 
V(employee(X, Z Y), Z > 2 - employee(X, Z Y) 
+employee(X, Z Y × 1.05)-~(employee(X, 2, T), T > 2100)) 
Thus, in the case of a universal update, the precondition determines the set of 
substitutions by which the update operation is to be executed (here, the employees 
whose salary has to be raised), whereas the postcondition more simply determines 
whether the update has to be actually executed or not (it is a sort of constraint 
on its execution). In passing, it may be noted how naturally and compactly ULL 
allows expression of the above updates. 
Next, we consider existential updates. For an example, assume that a new 
bear named napo arrives at the zoo. The new situation is handled by executing 
+bear(napo). Furthermore, an employee is to be selected to take care of napo. As 
has been noted by other authors, if no special constraint is imposed on this choice, 
the most correct implementation of the update request is to nondeterministically 
select one of the available employees to look after napo [4]. ULL allows us to 
program the following update with the expected semantics: 
~( employee( X, Y, Z) + looka fter( X, napo) 
Here, one substitution for the variables X, ]1, Z, say o, satisfying the logic lit- 
eral employee(X, Y Z) (i.e., such that ¢(employee(X, ]I, Z)) is true w.r.t, the cur- 
rent semantics) is nondeterministically chosen. Then, the update a(+lookafter(X, 
napo)) is executed. For instance, assume that a = {X/tom, ]I/1, Z/1500}; then, af- 
ter the execution of the given update, the program will imply the atom lookafter(tom, 
napo) (i.e., tom will take care of napo). Furthermore, because of the consistency 
principle, as both lookafter(tom, napo) and bear(napo) are true, the atom 
extra_pay(tom, 100) will be true as well (as it is derivable from the rule for extra_pay). 
Update iteration is expressible by using the * modality specifier. Iteration is 
necessary in order to endow the update language with a good expressive power 
(note, here, that ULL does not include recursion as does, for instance the top- 
down language in [47], or the bottom-up language in [4]). For an example of an 
iterated update, assume that we want to level-up the salaries of employees with the 
same seniority. This is accomplished by the following ULL iterated update: 
• (employee(X, Y Z), employee(X', Y Z'), Z < Z' 
-employee(X, Y Z) + employee(X, Y Z') ) 
where the single leveling-up step -employee(X, Y Z) + employee(X, Y Z') is iter- 
ated until there exists no pair of employees with the same seniority but different 
salaries. 
It should be clear that the execution of an iterated update can be nonterminating. 
However, this is the same situation as is encountered with the use of while loops in 
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arc(a, b ) -  
arc(&, a) 
arc(t,, c) 
r, : to(X, Y)~ arc(X, Y) 
r2: tc(X, "/)~-arc(X, Z), t,:(Z, '*') 
C C (2 
(a) (b) (c) 
F IGURE 2.1 Example graphs. 
conventional programming languages, which cannot be given up without sacrificing 
much of the language xpressivity. 
For other instances of ULL  updates, consider the logic program Pgrapt~ defining 
tile direct graph G1 (shown in Figure 2.1), along with its transitive closure. 
Assmne we want to create a "duplicate" of the node a in the graph, i.e., a node 
a' which has the same sets of incoming and outgoing arcs as a. This is obtained by 
executing 
V(arc(a, X) + a,'o(a', X)); V(a,'c(X, a) + a,'~:(X, ,,,')) 
Note that the update above consists of two universal updates: 
V(arc(a, X) +arc(d,  X)), and 
V(arc(X, ~z) +~rc(X, a')) 
combined through use of a sequence control structure, denoted by ":". The resulting 
graph is shown in Figure 2.1(1)). It is worth pointing out once again that, according 
to the ULL  semantics (see Section 4), the truth valuation associated with the 
intensional predicate ~c is consequently modified. For instance, the atom tc(a t, c) 
becomes true after the update has been executed. Assume now that we wanted to 
restore the original graph. This can be obtained by executing the following update: 
v(-~,-c(~', x )  - a,-~:(x, W)) 
The result is again the graph given in Figure 2.1(a). An orientation of a graph G 
is a maximal subgraph of G containing no pairs of symmetric arcs. The following 
ULL  update orientates the graph GI: 
• (~,-~:(x, z) ,  a~,c(Y, x) )  - ,,,-(:(x, r ) )  
The previous update is nondeterministic. One of its possible results is shown in 
Figure 2.1(c). 
Vv'e would note, here, the importance of nondeterminism encoded in the seman- 
tics of the language. Indeed, the orientation of a graph cannot be obtained by a 
deterministic language which does not allow "pick-up-one" choices of indistinguish- 
able data [4]. 
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The transitive closure graph can also be oriented using ULL updates. In fact, as 
in the previous case, an orientation of the transitive closure of the graph of Figure 
2.1(c) is computed in the new predicate td by the following ULL update which 
copies tc into td first (assuming that we wish to preserve the content of re), and 
then orientates te~: 
V(tc(X, Y) + tc'(X, Y)); ,(tc'(X, Y), tc'(Y, X) - tc'(X, Y)) 
Next, we build a new predicate node that stores the nodes of our example graph: 
Y(arc(X, Y) + node(X) + node(Y)) 
Assume now that we want to know whether the graph has an odd or an even number 
of nodes. This computation can be carried out in ULL as follows: 
• (node(X), node(Y), X ~ Y - node(X) - node(Y)); 3(node(X) + odd()) 
Then, the graph at hand contains an odd number of nodes if and only if the 0-ary 
atom odd is true in the resulting semantics. 
We close the section with a final example regarding tax payments. Assume that 
each person earning more than $7000/year has to pay taxes for an amount of 10% 
of the overall salary, for salaries from $7000 to $15 000/year, 15% for salaries of 
more than $15 000 and less than $30 000, 20% for salaries greater than $30 000. 
pays(X, T) ~-- person(X), earns(X, S), S > 7000, S _< 15 000, T = S * 0.1 
pays(X, T) ~- person(X), earns(X, S), S > 15 000, S ~ 30 000, T = S * 0.15 
pays(X, T) ~-- person(X), earns(X, S), S > 30000, T = S * 0.2 
Assume, now, that the tax legislation has to be temporari ly modified to boost the 
economy of the country by establishing that, for the period of one year, people 
earning less than $100 000/year have a discount of 2% on their taxes. This can be 
obtained by executing the following ULL update at the beginning of the "grace 
period": 
V(pays(X, T), earns(X, S), S < 100000, P = T/S  - 0.02, T' = S × P 
- pays(X, T) + pays(X, T')) 
3. PREL IMINARIES  
This section recalls some basic notions and definitions concerning logic program- 
ming. The reader may refer to [42, 50, 63, 65] as sources of background material. 
The syntax of logic programs is based on a language L whose alphabet consists 
of several countable sets: a set C of constants, a set of V of variables, a set F of 
function symbols, and a set S of predicate symbols; an integer, called the arity of t, 
is associated with each symbol t in F U S. The set S of predicate symbols contains 
also the special symbols <, >, =, _>, <, and 5. Such symbols have arity two and 
are called interpreted predicate symbols. 
Terms are inductively defined as follows. Elements in C U V are terms. If 
t l , . . . , t~  are terms and f E F is a function symbol of arity n, then f ( t l , . . . , t~)  is 
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a term. An atom is a syntactic of the form p(t l , . . . ,  tn), where p E S is a predicate 
symbol of arity n and t l , . . . ,  t~ are terms. A literal is either a positive literal Q 
or a negative literal ~Q, where Q is an atom. Two literals are complementary if 
they are of the form Q and ~Q, for some atom Q. Given a literal Q,--.Q denotes 
its complementary literal. Accordingly, given a set W of literals, ~.W denotes the 
set {~.Q I Q E W}. A conjunction of literals is a comma-separated sequence of 
literals. A rule r is a syntactic of the form H ~- B where H, the head of r, denoted 
by H(r), is a positive literal and B, the body of r, denoted by B(r), is a (possibly 
empty) conjunction of literals. A rule with an empty body is called a fact. A logic 
program (or, simply, program) is a set of rules. A goal is either a positive goal C 
or a negative goal -,(C), where C is a conjunction of literals. A term, an atom, a 
literal, a rule, a program, a goal is ground if no variables appear in it. 
We consider now the semantics of logic programs. Assigning the "right" seman- 
tics to logic programs has been one major research subject in the recent years, and 
several interesting proposals have been developed. In this paper, we assume the 
well-founded model [65] as the intended meaning of a logic program. Thus, in order 
for the paper to be self-contained, we shall review the basic concepts about the 
well-founded semantics of logic programs. 
The set of all ground terms which can be formed out of constants in C and 
functions ymbols in F is called the Universe of the language and is denoted by UL. 
The set of all ground atoms which can be constructed from predicate symbols in S 
and terms from UL is called the Base of the language and is denoted by BL. 
REMARK 3.1. Note that we have not adopted the usual definition of Herbrand 
universe and Herbrand base as, while updating a program, these two structures 
might possibly be modified (e.g., by introducing new constants). In this respect, 
the adopted efinitions allow us to give a simpler formalization of update semantics. 
A substitution is a partial mapping from V to ULI for simplicity, given a sub- 
stitution a, we shall often write ~(E), even if E is not a variable, to denote the 
syntactic obtained from E by replacing every variable X of E on which c~ is defined 
by a(X).  Let E be a term, a literal, a goal, or a rule; then ~r is called a grounding 
substitution for E if a is defined on all the variables occurring in E. 
Let P be aprogram. A ground instance ofaru le r  in P i sa ( r ) ,  where a is a 
grounding substitution for r. The set of all ground instances of all rules in P is 
denoted by ground(P). 
A subset I of BL t2 -~.BL is an interpretation for P if it is consistent, i.e., I 
does not contain any pairs of complementary literals. The set of literals which are 
neither in I nor in =. I  is denoted by I .  An interpretation I is total if 7 = ~. Let Q 
be a ground literal. Then, value(Q) is T(rue) (resp. F(alse), resp. U(ndefined)) 
w.r.t, to I, if Q E I (resp. Q E =.I, resp. Q c I). The truth valuation of the 
interpreted predicates is defined according to their common meaning. (Note that 
interpreted predicates are two-valued, and their truth valuation does not depend 
on the interpretation I.) 
The values T ,F ,  and U are ordered such that F < U ~ T. For a conjunction 
C, value(C) (w.r.t. I) is the minimum value of the literals in C (w.r.t. I). If C is 
the empty conjunction, then we assume value(C) = T. 
Let r E ground(P). Then, r is true w.r.t, an interpretation I if value(H(r)} ~ 
value(B(r)); otherwise, it is false w.r . t . I .  Finally, an interpretation / is a model 
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for P if every rule in ground(P) is true w.r . t . I .  
Next, we recall from [65] the definition of unfounded set. 
Definition 3.1. Let P be a program and I be an interpretation. We say that 
N C_ BL is an unfounded set of P w.r.t. I if, for each atom Q E N and for each 
r c ground(P) such that H(r) = Q, at least one of the following holds: 
1. at least one literal in B(r) is false w.r.t. I; 
2. at least one positive literal in B(r) belongs to N. 
In other words, an unfounded set of a program P w.r.t, a given interpretation 
I consists of ground atoms that definitely cannot be derived from the rules of P 
(assuming I). Thus, they can be assumed to be false (w.r.t. I). It is easy to verify 
that the union of two unfounded sets is an unfounded set as well. The union of 
all sets that are unfounded with respect o a given interpretation I is called the 
Greatest Unfounded Set for P with respect o I and is denoted by GUSp(I) [65]. 
The well-founded model of a logic program P [65] is defined by a fixpoint of the 
operator Wp defined next. 
Definition 3.2. Given a program P and an interpretation I 
1. Tp(I)  = {H(r) Jr • ground(P) and value(B(r)) = T w.r.t. I} 
2. Wp(I) = Tp(I) U ~.GUSp(I). 
Consider, now, the transfinite sequence IrP, where n ranges over countable ordi- 
nals, defined as follows: 
I /=0  
ip n = ~ Wp (I, P t) if n is a successor ordinal 
[ Uk<nI P if n is a limit ordinal 
Fact 3.1 [65]. Given a logic program P, let WF(P) = Uklff. Then WF(P) is a 
model of P and coincides with the least fixpoint of the operator Wp. 
Hence, each logic program P has an associated (unique) model WF(P) which is 
called the well-founded model of P. We assume WF(P) as the intended meaning 
of a logic program P. Therefore, we give the following definition: 
Definition 3.3. Given a ground positive goal G (resp., negative goal ~(G)), we say 
that P implies G (resp., P implies ~ (G)), denoted P ~ G (resp., P ~ ~(G)), if 
and only if value(G) = T (resp., value(G) = F) with respect o WF(P).  
Thus, given a goal G and a substitution a, we say that cr satisfies G if cr is a 
grounding substitution for G and P ~ ~(G). 
The reasons for choosing the well-founded semantics are the following: 
1. The well-founded semantics assigns a meaning to every logic programs (e.g., 
stratification is not required). 
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2. The well-founded semantics (:an be inlplemented quite efficiently (e.g., in the 
function free case, its complexity is polynomial in the dimension of the ground 
instantiation of the input program). 
However, as will be clear in the next section, the semantics of ULL updates is 
independent of the specific semantics assigned to the logic program it manipulates. 
Thus, any other senlantics might be adopted in the place of the well-founded one. 
In the following, we shall give the semantics of ULL updates by defining some 
nondeterministie transformations. There~bre, it is useflfl to define what we intend 
by nondeterministic transformation. Let D and D ~ be two generic domains. A 
no'r~deterministic transformation f from D to D ~ is a relation on D x D ~. In other 
words, a nondeterministic transformation f from D to D ~ associates to each ele- 
ment d belonging to D a subset of D'. A deterministic transJbrmatiorl f from D 
to D ~ is simply a mapping from D to D'. Therefbre, a deterministic transforma- 
tion f associates to each element d of D ~ unique image f(d) ~ D'. Say f is a 
nondeterministic transformation, and assume that for each element a belonging to 
A C D, f(a) is a singleton set. In this case, for simplicity, we will say that f is 
detertninistic on A (since f restricted on A trivially corresponds to a mapping). 
4. THE UPDATE LOGIC  LANGUAGE 
In this section, we define the Update Logic Language: in the first subsection, we 
illustrate its syntax; in the second, we present its semantics; in Section 4.3, we 
discuss the expressive power of the language; finally, in Section 4.4., we present a 
discussion regarding several choices we have made in designing the. language. 
4.1. Syntax 
The primitive manipulations definable oil a logic program are insertions and dele- 
tions of atoms. Insertions and deletions are denoted by update operators + and - ,  
respectively. Thus, a basic update operation is a syntactic of the form ~Q, where 
c {+, -}  is an update operator, and Q is an atom. In particular, +(2 is called 
insertion, while -Q  is called deletion. If Q is ground, then ®(~ is a ground basic 
update operation. 
Basic updates are combined in sequences to express update operations involving 
more than one atom. Let {u~,. . . ,u~}(~ > 1) be a set of basic updates. Then 
'u~ ... .  u~ is an update operation. If each basic update operation in {'ul . . . . .  'u~} is 
ground, then Ul - • • u~ is a ground update opertion. As already intuitively des,:ribed. 
the execution of the update operation Ul. -. 'a~ corresponds to executing the basic 
update operation Ul first; then, u2 is executed, and so on, until the execution of 
the basic update un. 
The above defined update operations can be looked at as the primitives for 
modifying the meaning of a program. However, many real world situations require 
that an update is executed only if some conditions are verified. The general updates 
that we define next allow to deal with such situations by specifying a precondition 
and a postcondition to the update execution. In order to endow the language with 
a good flexibility and expressibility, we use three different ypes of updates with 
pre- and postconditions, along with a composition operator that allows to execute 
general updates in sequence. 
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Definition 5.1. Let C1, C2 denote two goals, and U be an update operation. Then 
1. ~(CIUC2) is a general update (called existential update); 
2. V(CIUC2) is a general update (called universal update); 
3. *(ClUCk) is a general update (called iterated update); 
4. if g21 and k~2 are general updates, then ~1; g¢2 is a general update (called 
compound update). 
The concept of grounding substitution aturally generalizes to update operations 
and general updates. 
5.2. Semantics 
The core idea of our approach can be rephrased as follows: 
1. the insertion +Q of a ground atom Q adds to the semantics of P the atom Q 
along with its logical consequences (according to P); 
2. the deletion -Q  of a ground atom Q discards from the semantics of P the 
atom Q and all those atoms which have been inductively inferred from Q. 
For instance, the update -eats(yogi, honey) executed on the program Pzoo of 
Section 1 will have to cause the atom eats(yogi, honey) and the atom happy(yogi) 
to be no longer true in the semantics for the program and the atom slimming(yogi) 
to become true. 
When informally talking about the "semantics" of a logic program P, we are, 
in fact, referring to its well-founded model WF(P) [65] as denoting its intended 
meaning. Here, it is worth stating once again that the semantics of ULL is in- 
dependent on the semantics chosen to give a meaning to the logic programs that 
ULL manipulates. Indeed, it would be possible to switch from the well-founded 
semantics to adopt another semantics, say Sere, by simply replacing WF(P) by 
Sere(P) in the definitions. The choice made in favor of the well-founded semantics 
is motivated by its generality (it gives meaning to every logic program contrary 
to, e.g., the perfect model semantics that requires local stratification) and its com- 
plexity (it can be implemented in polynomial time in the dimension of the ground 
instantiation of the logic program [65], contrary, e.g., to the stable model semantics, 
whose implementation is an NP-hard task [46]). 
It should be clear that, from our point of view, an update is seen as a trans- 
formation of the semantics of the logic program. Hence, the aim of this section 
is the formal definition of such a transformation. Now, since for any program 
P, WF(P) = WF(ground(P)), i.e., the semantics of a logic program P is com- 
pletely determined by its instantiation ground(P), we shall specify a (nondeter- 
ministic) transformation ~ that takes a ground program ground(P) and a general 
update • as the operands and (nondeterministically) returns the (ground) program 
resulting from updating round(P) by ~; then, the meaning of the program after 
the execution of the update will be the well-founded model of this transformed 
instantiation (i.e., WF([~(ground(P), ~)]), where the notation [S] is used to de- 
note one nondeterministically chosen element belonging to the set S). In other 
words, gv(ground(P), ~) denotes the results of a set of possible computations (see 
[4]) and the "new" program semantics, resulting from the execution of the update 
q2, is obtained by nondeterministically choosing one element from this set and then 
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computing its well-founded model. The transformation ~ is defined in terms of a 
mapping r which takes a ground program ground(P), an update operation U, and 
a family E of grounding substitutions for U as its operands and returns a (ground) 
program r(ground(P ),U, E). Intuitively, r is the mapping that actually modifies 
ground(P), while ~ controls whether the conditions are satisfied and (nondeter- 
ministically) determines the associated set of substitutions. From now on, and 
throughout this section, we assume that a logic program P has been fixed, and we 
denote its instantiation ground(P) by P. 
Definition 4.2. The mapping T is inductively defined as follows. Let U be an 
update operation and E be a set of grounding substitutions for U. Then 
1. if U = +Q, then r(P,-[-(~, E) = P O {~(Q) ~- ]cr C E}; 
2. if U = -Q ,  then T (P , -Q ,E)  = P -  {r c P lea  E Es.t,  H(r) = or(Q)}; 
3. if g = ~IQ I " "  ®k Qk(k > 2), then T(P,@IQ1.'. ®k Qk,E) = T(T(P,~o~Q~, 
E),®~Q~...®~ Q ,E). 
Intuitively, ~-(P, +Q, E) inserts the facts or(Q) ~- (or E E) into the program; thus, 
for any a C E, the atom a(Q) will be derivable from the transformed instantiation 
or in other words, cr(Q) along with its logical consequences will be part of the 
well-founded model of T(fi, +Q, E). On the contrary, T (P , -Q ,  E) deletes from 
P all rules with head a(Q)(or E E); thus, for any ~ ~ E, the atom or(Q) will 
not be derivable from the transformed instantiation, and a(Q) will be false in 
the well-founded model of ~(P, +Q, E) (consequently, also the truth values of its 
logical consequences will be accordingly modified). Finally, 7(P, ®1 Q1 "" ' ®k Qk, E) 
expresses the composition of the mapping r on @1Q1, . . . ,  @kQk. 
Now, we are in a position to define the transformation p on the four kinds of 
general updates. The first update we consider is the existential one. 
Definition 4.3. An existential update • = ~(C1UC2) is applicable to P if there 
exists a grounding substitution cr for qJ such that 
1. P ~ a(C1), and 
2. u, 
If • is applicable, then 
p(P ,  ~I/) = {T(P,  U, {or}) ] cr is a substitution verifying 1 and 2 above}; 
otherwise, ~(P, ~) = {P}. 
Each element in ~(P, B(C~UC2)) is called a possible result of the application of 
~(C1UC2) to P. Therefore, [~(P, 3(C1UC2))], called resulting program, denotes one 
(nondeterministically chosen) possible result for the application of B(C1UC2) to P. 
The resulting program [~(P, ~)], where g~ = ~(CIUC2), is obtained by executing 
the ground update operation or(U), where cr is one grounding substitution for • such 
that the precondition a(C1) is implied by P, and the postcondition a(C~) is implied 
by the program transformed by the update operation ~(U). Thus, we can look at 
this a as being nondeterministically chosen in the set of substitutions satisfying such 
conditions. Note, moreover, that, by definition, the empty conjunction is implied 
by every program. Therefore, if C2 is the empty conjunction, then the update is 
executed along with any substitution satisfying C1 w.r.t, the initial program P. If 
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C1 is the empty conjunction, the update is executed along with any substitution 
satisfying C2 w.r.t, the resulting program. 
The following examples refer to the logic program Pgraph, defining the direct 
graph G1 and introduced in Section 2 (see Figure 2.1), whose well-founded model 
is 
WFgraph = {arc(a, b), arc(b, a), arc(b, c), arc(c, a), re(a, b), tc(b, a), tc(b, c), 
tc(c, a), tc(a, a), tc(b, b), tc(a, c), tc(c, c), tc(c, b)} 
(since all example programs reported in this paper have a total well-founded model, 
we represent the well-founded model by the set of its positive literals, with the 
implicit understanding that all omitted atoms are false). 
Example 4.1. To eliminate one of the arcs ending at a node Y to which node b is 
connected (i.e., such that the arc(b, Y) is in the graph), we can execute the general 
update. 
3(arc(b, Y), arc(X, Y) - arc(X, Y) ). 
Here, the substitutions verifying the requested precondition are ch = {Y/a, X/c}, 
~2 = {Y/c, X/b}, and a3 = {Y/a, X/b}. Since no postcondition is to be verified, all 
such substitutions are eligible for instantiating the update operation. Hence, the 
possible results of 
~(ground( Pgraph), ~(arc(b, Y), arc(X, Y) - arc(X, Y) ) ) 
for the execution of the above update on ground(Pgraph) are 
P1 = {arc(a, b) .--, arc(b, a) ~---, arc(b, c) ~--} U TC, 
P2 = {arc(a, b) *--, arc(b, a) ~--, arc(c, a) ~-} tJ TC, and 
P3 = {arc(a, b) ~--, arc(b, c) *--, arc(c, a) ~--} t2 TC, 
where TC is the set of the ground instances of the two rules defining the predi- 
cate symbol tc. Thus, after the update execution, the resulting semantics of the 
knowledge base will be either 
WF(P]) = {arc(a, b), arc(b, a), arc(b, c), tc(a, b), tc(b, a), tc(b, c), tc(a, a), 
tc(b, b), tc(a, c)}, 
or  
WF(P2) = {arc(a, b), arc(b, a), arc(c, a), tc(a, b), tc(b, a), tc(c, a), tc(a, a), 
tc(b, b), tc(c, b)} 
or  
WF(P3) = {arc(a, b), arc(b, c), arc(c, a), tc(a, b), tc(b, a), tc(b, c), tc(c, a), 
tc(a, a), tc(b, b), tc(a, c), tc(c, c), tc(c, b) }. 
If we want to avoid deleting the arcs starting from the node b, we have simply to add 
the literal X ¢ b in the precondition. In this case, the execution is deterministic, as 
the only applicable substitution is al; so, the result of the execution yields WF(P1). 
On the other hand, if we want that, after the execution of the update, the arc from 
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node b to node c is in the graph, the general update is to be modified by adding 
the postcondition arc(b, c): 
3(arc(b, Y), arc(X, Y) arc(X, Y)arc(b, c)). 
In this case, the substitution o2 is not applicable, as T(P, U, {02}) coincides with 
P2 and it does not imply the postcondition arc(b, c); thus, the possible results are 
WF(P1) and WF(P3), as the postcondition arc(b, c) is satisfied by both T(P, U, {ol}) 
and r (P ,  U, {oa}) (which are P1, and P3, respectively). 
REMARK 4.1. In the absence of postconditions, an existential update "comnfits" 
as soon as a choice among the substitutions atisfying its precondition has been 
made. For instance, in the previous example, the update 3(arc(b, Y), arc(X, Y) - 
arc(X, Y)) simply "chooses" a substituion in the set {ol, 02, 03} and deletes the 
corresponding arc. 
On the contrary, in the presence of postconditions, in order for the existential up- 
date to commit, it is required that a "right" choice is made among the substitutions 
satisfying its precondition, as the program transformed by the update operation in- 
stantiated with the chosen substitution must verify the postcondition (see point 2 
in Definition 4.3). If no such a choice is available, then the update is not applicable 
and the program remains unchanged (somehow indicating that the update aborted). 
Thus, from an operational point of view, to make such a "right" choice requires a 
form of backtracking among the possible choices until a "right" one has been found 
(if any). For instance, in the update 3(arc(b, Y), arc(X, Y) - arc(X, Y), arc(b, c)) 
of the previous example, the set of possible choices is {01,02, 03}, but only the sub- 
stitutions ~1 and or3 are "right" choices (see the explanation above). Hence, if ~2 is 
(unluckily) chosen first, then a backtracking to another choice must be performend 
before the update can commit. 
We now consider universal updates. Given one such update, say kO = V(C1UC2), 
we denote by Ec~ the family of all grounding substitutions for qJ satisfying C1. i.e., 
EC, l = {OIO is a grounding substitution for q~ and P ~ o(C1)}. 
Definition 4.~. A universal update • = V(C1UC2) is applicable to P, if Ec~ ¢ 0 
and Vo ~ Ec~(r(P,U, EcI) I = o(Ce)). 
If qJ is applicable then ~(P,  ko) = {T(P, U, Ec~ )}; otherwise, ~(P,  ~) = {P}. 
Hence, in the case of a universal update, say V(CIUC2), the update operation 
o(U) is executed for each substitution o such that o(C~) is implied by P. However, 
if for some substitution o c Ec~, o(C2) is not implied by the resulting program, 
then the whole execution of the update is aborted (i.e., the update produces a 
null effect). Note that universal updates have thus associated a "deterministic" 
semantics as, independently of the input program, the transformation p returns a 
singleton set when applied to one such update. 
Example ~.2. Let consider the "universal version" of the update shown in the 
previous example: 
V(arc(b, V), a,'c(X, Y) - arc(X, r ) ) ,  
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which means: "delete all arcs ending at any node Y such that the arc (b, Y) is in 
the graph." The substitutions verifying the applicability condition are the same 
as in the previous case, namely, al = {Y/a,X/c},~r 2 = {Y/c,X/b}, and a3 = 
{Y/a,X/b}. Hence, Earc(b,Y),arc(X,Y) = {al,a2,~3}. Since a universal execution 
modality has been specified, the update operation cr(-arc(X, Y)) is executed for 
each a E ~arc(b,Y),arc(X,Y). Thus, 
{(ground( Pgraph ), V(arc(b, r), arc(X, Y) - arc(X, Y) ) ) 
= {{arc(a, b) *--} O TO} 
Consequently, the resulting semantics is {arc(a, b), tc(a, b)}, which agrees with the 
given intuition. As we already pointed out in Section 2, in a universal update, the 
postcondition plays the role of a constraint which, if not satisfied, invalidates the 
whole update execution. For instance, let us add the postcondition tc(a, a) to the 
previous update by which we are requesting that, after the execution of the update, 
the node a is in a cycle: 
V(arc(b, Y), arc(X, Y) - arc(X, Y)tc(a, a) ) 
Now, the set Earc(b,Y),arc(X,y ) is again{al,a2.,aa}. Thus T(ground(Pgraph), 
-arc(X,Y),  {al,a2,a3}) is P '  = {arc(a, b) *-} U TC as before. However, the 
postcondition tc(a, a) is false w.r.t. WF(Pt). Hence, the update is aborted and 
(ground( Pgraph), V(arc(b, Y), arc(X, Y) - arc(X, Y) tc(a, a) ) = {ground( Pgraph) }, 
i.e., the semantics of the program remains unchanged. 
REMARK 4.2. 
1. In a universal update, the variables are universally quantified. This means 
that variables appearing in the precondition, if any, have a restricted range 
which is determined by the literals occurring in the precondition itself. Coun- 
terwisely, variables appearing only in the postcondition range over the whole 
Universe. For instance if we chage tc(a, a) into tc(a, Z) in the previous up- 
date, then the postcondition expresses the requirement that tc(a, Z) is true for 
each Z, with Z ranging in the Universe. On the contrary, since the variable 
X appears also in the precondition, a postcondition tc(a,X) would require 
only the truth of tc(a, b) and tc(a, c), as b and c are the values for X in or1, ~2, 
and a3. 
2. In a universal update, the update operation is executed under every substitu- 
tion satisfying the precondition, and similarly, each of such substitutions must 
satisfy the postcondition i the transformed program. Thus, differently from 
existential updates, no choice is made for a universal update, as (i) either the 
postcondition is verified under all substitutions atisfying the precondition 
(the update commits returning the transformed program), or (ii) the post- 
condition is not verified under some substitution satisfying the precondition 
(the update aborts leaving the program unchanged). As a consequence, no 
form of backtracking is operationally needed for the execution of unviersal 
updates. 
Finally, we consider iterated updates. In this case, the transformation ~ has to be 
defined recursively, as shown below. 
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Definition 4.5. Consider an iterated update • = *(CIUC2). Let E~ be the set of 
all substitutions a, verifying the following three conditions: 
1. P ~ o(C1), 
2. T(P, o(c2), and, 
3. U, {o}) ¢ P, 
Then • is applicable to P if E .  ~ 0. In this case, ~(P,  ~) = ~(P ' ,  ~), where 
otherwise, ~o(P, ql) = {~}. 
Thus, executing an iterated update *(C1UC2) corresponds to repeatedly ap- 
plying the existential update 3(C1UC2) until it becomes not applicable. Condi- 
tion 3 on applicability discards those substitutions which, although satisfying the 
pre-and post-conditions, do not actually cause the input program to be modified. 
Example 4.3. Consider the iterated update, discussed in Section 2, which orien- 
tates the graph defined by the program Pg~aph: 
• (arc(X, Y), arc(Y, X) - arc(X, Y)) 
It is easily seen that the only applicable substitutions are al = {X/a,  Y/b} and or2 = 
{Y/a,  X/b}. Hence, the effect of the first iteration is to delete either the arc(a, b) 
or the arc(b, a) from the graph. Then, in either case, no substitution is applicable 
at the second step, and therefore the execution terminates. More formally, let 
P4 = ground(Pgraph) - {arc(a, b) ~-} and P5 = ground(Pg~aph) - {arc(b, a) ~--}, 
then 
qo( ground( Pgraph ), .(arc(X, Y ) , arc(Y, X) - arc(X, Y)) = {P4, Ps}- 
Thus, the update transforms the semantics of the program either into WF(P4) or 
into WF(Ps) ,  depending on whether the chosen substitution is al or a2, respec- 
tively. 
As already mentioned, in general, there is no guarantee that the execution of 
an iterated update terminates, On the other hand, the ~ transformation is non- 
deterministic. Therefore, we define two notions of convergence: a strong and a 
weak one. Thus, we say that an iterated update • weakly converges on P if there 
exists a finite sequence Po , . . . ,  Pk of programs uch that Po = P, for 1 < i < k 
Pi C ~o(Pi-1, ~), and Pk = Pk-t-  2 Moreover, we say that an iterated update 
strongly convergence on P if, for each sequence P0, P1, - . - ,  P~,. • • such that P0 = P 
and for i > 1, Pi c ~o(Pi-1, ~) there exists a finite index k such that Pk = Pk-1. 
Clearly, for any program P, each strongly convergent i erated update is weakly con- 
vergent. The notion of convergence easily generalizes to existential and universal 
updates: any existential (universal) update always strongly converges. 
2One such a sequence corresponds to a (finite) computations, asdefined in [4]. 
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Example 4.4. The update *(arc(X, Y).-arc(X, Y)+arc(X, f(y)) executed on the 
program Pgraph, does not converge (neither in the weak nor in the strong sense). 
Indeed it goes on modifying nodes and arcs of the example graph never terminating. 
For ground updates, we have the following: 
Proposition 4.1. Let U be a ground update operation C1 and C2 be two ground 
goals. 
Then: 
~(P, 3(C1U62)) : ~(P, V(C1UC2)) : (f l(P1, *(ClUe2)) 
PROOF. The proof easily follows by noting that since el,  C2, and U are all ground, 
each of the above transformations is applicable if and only if the other two are 
applicable as well, and all of them yield either {~-(P, U, 0)} or {P}, depending on 
whether they are applicable or not. [] 
The above result justifies dropping the modality specifier for variable free general 
updates, as we have often done in the previous ections. 
We have described how the execution of one single general update affects a pro- 
gram. It is easily seen that the approach immediately extends to sequence of general 
updates. Indeed, the ~ transformation yields set of programs, and therefore it can 
be reapplied on the elements belonging to its results. As a consequence, the seman- 
tics of a sequence of n general updates is given by applying the ~ transformation 
n times. 
Definition 4.6. Let k~l;... ; q/v be a compound general update Then: 
~(P ,~ l ; ' " ;~n)  = U ~(P ' ,~2; ' " ;~n) .  
P'E~'(P,qJl) 
Note that a compound general update strongly (resp., weakly) converges on P 
if all its component updates trongly (resp, weakly) converge on the corresponding 
intermediate r sult programs. 
We point out again that, from our viewpoint, an update is intended to directly 
affect the semantics of the logic program. We have used the modification of the 
instantiation of the program as a mean to express the modification in the semantics. 
Thus, given an update ko on a program P, the effect of q2 is to modify the semantics 
of P from WF(P) into WF([~(ground(P), ~)]). 
Given an update ko, we will say that ko is deterministic if for each program P, 
either ko does not weakly converges or ~(ground(P), q2) returns a singleton set. 
An update ko is nondeterministic if it is not deterministic. In this sense, universal 
updates are always deterministic. 
Example 4.5. The well-founded model (i.e., the intended meaning) of the program 
Pzoo shown in the Introduction is 
Wl~p .. . . .  = {bear(yogi), bear(booboo), monkey( kong), eats( kong, banana), 
eats(yogi, honey), eats(booboo, honey), eats(yogi, salmon), 
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eats(booboo, salmon), happy(yogi), happy(booboo)}. 
Updating the program by -eats(yogi, honey) modifies the semantics currently asso- 
ciated to the program into tVF([~(ground(P~oo),-eats(yogi, honey))]) :: 
W F(g,o nd( Pzoo) - {," P oo) I H (,') :    ts(yogi, ho ey)}) (see Defini- 
gion 4.2). Such a semantics is equal to 
{bear(yogi), bear(booboo), happy(booboo), monkey( kon9), eats(booboo, honey), 
cats(yogi, salmon), eats(booboo, salmon), eats( kong, banana), 
slimming(yogi)}. 
Hence, the effect of the update is exactly what we wanted (see the Introduction). 
Indeed, in the current semantics associated to the knowledge base, yogi does not 
eat honey, is slimming, and is not happy. Furthermore, no unwanted side effect has 
been introduced by the update (in particular, contrary to the push-down approach, 
yogi is still a bear). 
We close this subsection by observing that updates requested on a logic program 
in different imes can be dealt with by means of the composition operator. Indeed, 
executing the update ~1 at a given time, and executing q22 in a subsequent time. 
in our framework can be represented by the compound update q~l; ~2. 
4.3. ULL Ezpressibility 
In this section, we shall give an evaluation of the expressive power of ULL. For the 
sake of the presentation, we adopt a (relatively) informal style. 
There are two main ways to establish the expressive power of a language: either 
the class of transformations that the language allows to express is directly individu- 
ated, or it is shown that the language at hand is able to simulate another language, 
whose expressive power is already known. We shall use the latter approach, and 
show that ULL can simulate tile powerful anguage N - Datalog~* [4]. It is known 
that N-  Datalog~* can express all nondeterministie database transformations. 
Titus, we begin with defining nondeterministic database transformations [4]. 
A nondeterministic transformation f is a nondeter'rninistic database transfor'ma- 
tion if 
1. the relation defining f is recursively enumerable, 
2. the transformation agrees with the schema of the relational structures it ma- 
nipulates (in our case, predicate arities are agreed with), and 
3. f is C-generic, i.e., domain elements are uninterpreted except, possibly, for a 
finite number (those in C c UL). 
Note that ULL can be, in fact, looked at as a language for a manipulating relational 
structures each time the object logic program has a finite semantics ince each 
finite model straightforwardly corresponds to a relational structure. Therefore, the 
t ~* simulation we will present next implies that ULL is as powerful as N - Da alog~ 
on finite structures. 
Next, we recall the definition of the language N - Datalog~o*. 
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Definition 4.7. An N - Datalog~o* program is a finite set of rules of the form 
A1, . . . ,Am *-- B1 , . . . ,Bn(m > 0, n > 0), 
where each Ai is a (possibly negative) literal and each Bi is a Positive literal or 
a literal of the form Xl = x2 or xl # x2. 
The semantics of an N - Datalog~o* program is defined as the result of a fixpoint 
computation where ground instances of rules are fired nondeterministically. Rule 
firing is as follows: among the ground instance rules of the given N - Datalog~* 
program having their bodies satisfied in the current interpretation, one is chosen 
to be the fired rule. When a rule is fired, a positive literal in its head is interpreted 
as an insertion and a negative one as a deletion. The fired ground rule must not 
contain in its head two complementary literals (that would require for the insertion 
and the deletion of the same atom). Variables occurring in the head of a rule but not 
in its body denote "data invention," i.e., they are instantiated using constants from 
the domain not appearing in the current instance. The computation terminates 
when the fixpoint is reached, i.e., the newly generated interpretation is identical to 
the current one. 
Example 4.6. Consider the following N - Datalog~* program DPq 
-arc(A,  B), n_orien(A, B) ~- arc(A, B), arc(B, A) 
arc'(C, D, E), arc'(C', E, D) ,2_ n_orien(D, E) 
DP  t does the following: Given a graph G encoded in a predicate arc (the initial 
extension of the arc predicate is not reported for brevity), the N - Datalog~* 
program DP 
1. orientates G, 
2. creates a new graph G ~, encoded in the predicate ard, obtained from G by 
extracting its nonorientated subgraphs, and 
3. associates a unique identifier to each arc in G ~. 
The program DP t above will be utilized as the running example in the following 
discussion. Next, we will show that ULL can simulate N - Datalog~o*. So, let DP 
be an N - Datalog~* program. Let e denote a new constant not occurring in the 
domain associated with DP. As in classic logic programming, we assume with no 
loss of generality that all the variables in the rules of DP are standardized so that 
the same variable cannot occur in two different rules of DP. In the simulation, we 
will use a number of standard logic rules whose semantics i given, as usual, through 
the well-founded model. These rules will be used to simulate the evaluation of the 
bodies of the rules in DP. In particular, we associate with each rule in DP a pair 
of ordinary logic rules, as follows (we assume that the predicate symbols ri used 
below do not appear in DP): 
Let A1, . . .  ,Am ~-- B1 , . . .  ,Bn  be the ith rule of DP. Let XI , . . .  ,X  s be all the 
variables occurring in B1,.. •, B~. Then r~ has the following definition: 
1. r i (X l , . . .  , Xs, if(e)) ~-- B I , . . . ,  Bn, X l  ¢= e, . . . ,  Xs # e 
2. r i (e , . . . ,e ,X )  *- X 5¢ if(e) 
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where fi(e) denotes the /-fold application of the function f to e (e.g., f3(e) = 
f ( f ( f (e) ) ) ) .  Therefore, in the case of our example program DP', we would obtain 
the following: 
1. r0(A, B, e) ~-- arc(A, B), arc(B, A), A ~ e, B ~ e 
2. ro(e,e,X) +-- X ¢ e 
3. r l (D ,E , f (e ) )  +-- n_orien(D,E),D ¢ e,E ¢ e 
4. r , (e ,e ,X)  ~- X ¢ f(e). 
The above set of rules is used by the following ULL update that implement,; the 
simulation of the given N - Datalog~* program. In the following simulation, LAST 
and FIRE will denote two new predicate symbols. The N - Datalog~* program 
DP is simulated in ULL using a compound update of the following form: 
init; main; f inish; 
Next, we shall detail the form of the three component updates above. 
1. The update init initializes the relation LAST and the relation FIRE' and 
inserts in the extension of each predicate q~, 1 < i <_ n, handled by the 
program DP a tuple of the form (e, e , . . . ,  e) with the proper arity. The reason 
for these insertions will be explained later. After executing init, the relation 
FIRE will contain a number of tuples, each of which uniquely identifies one 
rule of the program DP. Thus, let k be the number of rules in the program 
DP. The update init then hms the following form: 
+LAST(e) + FIRE(e)  + F IRE( f (e ) ) .  .. + F IRE( fk - l (e ) )  
+ql (e , . . . ,e ) . . .  + q~(e,. . . ,  e). 
In the case of the example program DP r above, init would have the following 
form: 
+LAST(c) + F IRE(c)  + F IRE( f  (e)) + arc(c, e) + art'(e, e, e) + n_orien(e, e). 
2. The update main is the one in charge of simulating the (nondeterministic) fix- 
point computation associated with the program DP. main has the following 
form: 
• (FIRE(X),ro(Xo,1,... ,XO,n , , ,x ) , . , . , rk_ l (xk_ l , l , . . .  ,xk_l,nk a,:~), 
LAST(Y) ,  Y1 = f (Y ) , . . . ,  Y~ = f~(Y)Uo. . .  Uk-~ - LAST(Y)  
+LAST( f~(Y) )  
where, for each i, X i , l , . . .  ,X~,n, are all the variables occurring in the body 
of the ith rule of DP. Y1 . . . .  , Y~ are all the variables occurring in the heads 
of the rules of DP, but not in the corresponding bodies (i.e., these variables 
are those denoting data invention). In the case of the example program DP ~, 
main would have the following form: 
• (F IRE(X) ,  r0(A, B, X), r l (D,  E, X),  LAST(Y) ,  C = f (Y ) ,  
C' = f ( f (Y) )UoVl  - LAST(Y)  + LAST( f ( f (Y ) ) ) .  
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Intuitively, the simulation works as follows: the precondition formed by the 
literal FIRE(X) and the literals with predicate symbols ri, 0 < i < k -1  selects 
one firable rule from those in DP; the conjunction of literals LAST(Y) ,  Y1 = 
f (Y ) , . . . ,Ys  = i f (Y )  simulates data invention and the update operation 
Uo... Uk-1 executes the corresponding head operation (actually, the head 
operation corresponding to the fired rule, say the ith, is simulated by the 
update operation Ui, whereas the other update operations Uj, j ~ i carry out 
modifications of the database that do not influence the fixpoint computation); 
finally, the update operation - LAST(Y)  + LAST( I f (Y ) )  resets the correct 
content of the relation LAST for the next iteration. 
We shall detail next the form of the update operations Ui,O < i < k - 1. 
Assume that the head of ith rule of DP has the following form: 
A~,.. . ,  As 
Then, the update operation Ui has the following form: 
®1E1 ... ®8 Es 
where Ej is the atom of the literal Aj and ®j is either + or - depending on 
whether Aj is a positive or negative literal, respectively. 
In the case of the example program DP', we have that U0 is the following: 
-arc(A, B) + n_orien(A, B) 
whereas U1 is as follows: 
+arc'(c, D, E) + arc'(C', E, D) 
Summarizing, the main update for DP' is as follows: 
*(F IRE(X) ,  ro(A, B, X), rl (D, E, X), LAST(Y) ,  
C = f (Y ) ,  C' = f ( f (Y ) )  
- arc(A, B) + n_orien(A, B) + ard(C, D, E) + arc'(C', E, D) 
- LAST(Y)  + LAST( f ( f (Y ) ) ) .  
3. Finally, we define the update operation finish. This update operation elimi- 
nates from the instance computed by simulating DP, all the tuples which have 
been introduced "by chance" by executing updates corresponding to nonfired 
rules (note that, in the simulation, these heads are executed anyway). These 
tuples are characterized by having e occurring in their components. Also, all 
the tuples in the auxiliary relations FIRE, LAST, and r~ (1 < i < k) are 
eliminated. So, let ql, • • -, qm be the predicate symbols occurring in the heads 
of DP. The update finish is as follows: 
V(-ql  (e, X1) . . .  - qm (e, -Xrn) -- LAST(X)  - F IRE(Y)  - r l  (Xm+ t ) . . .  
- 
Thus, in the case of the example program DP', finish is as follows: 
V(-arc(e, Zl)  - arc'@, X2, X3), -n_orien(e, X4, Xs) 
- LAST(X6)  - F IRE(X7)  - ro(Xs, Xg) - r l(Xm, Xtl)) .  
This closes the simulation. 
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To show that this simulation is indeed correct, we can draw the following reason- 
rag: by F IRE(X) ,  in the precondition of rrl.azn, one and only one rule index, ~,~ay ~, 
is chosen that satisfies the rest of tile precondition. By inspecting the construction 
of the predicates r~, it is easily seen that this index i necessarily corresponds to 
a rule whose body is satisfied by the "current" state of the database; otherwise, 
the overall condition is not satisfied and the evaluation stops (that is a c~rrect 
behavior since there is no firable rule in DP). All of the other literals of the h)rm 
r3( . . . ) , j  ~ i are also evaluated true, and the corresponding variables are set to 
e. Therefore, whereas the execution of the update (sub)operation corresponding to 
the head of the ith rule is carried out using the bindings resulting from the evalu- 
ation of the rule body (note that, because of the structure of the first Datalog rule 
in the definition of ri, these bindings do not involve the constant e), the update 
(sub)operations corresponding to other (unfired) rules only involve tile constan~ 
e. On the other hand, these updal;es carried out correspondingly to unfired rules 
do not. influence the subsequent evaluations of rule bodies (again, because c,f the 
structure of the first rule in the definition of ,'j, 0 < j < /," - 1). Finally, note that 
all of these useless tuples are removed by finish.. 
The simulation result provides a precise characterization of the expressibility 
of a "pure" ULL, where the expressive power determined by querying (possibly 
complex) logic progrmns in pre- and postconditions i mostly given up (incleed, 
in the simulation, pre- and postconditions contain literals referring to predicates 
defined as sets of facts only, except ibr one (:lass of predicates, whose definitions 
consist of a two simple rules). In ~his respect, note that, in Section 6.1, we shall 
present an extension of ULL in which rules, and not just atoms, can be deleted or 
added on the target logic program. In this extension, instead of introducing the 
rules defining ri a pmom, we would be aliowed to "dynamically" introduce t:hem, 
as part of the simulation of DP. 
The natural question arises about what can be possibly said when ir~finite struc- 
tures are considered (e.g., when the logic program ULL manipulates has an infinite 
semantics). It is not clear in this case how ULL expressive power could be measured. 
Note that, in this case, the completeness issue (i.e., given a certain class of transfor- 
mation, does this language xpress all the tranformation i the class'?) is quite dif- 
ficult to be properly stated, as there are clearly unconntably many transformations 
on infinite structures, but only countable many of them expressible in any given 
language. Therefore, no language (:an be complete in the classical sense [64]. How- 
ever, considering infinite structures in the place of finite, one has no influence what- 
soever on results regarding the simulation of languages. Thus, the simulation :cesult 
we have presented remains valid if programs with infinite semantics are considered. 
4.4. Discussion 
In this subsection, we discuss some design choices we adopted within ULL. 
The careful reader should have noted that the legal forms of updates are quite 
restricted. For instance, modalities cannot be nested: in particular, iterations 
cannot be nested into one another. Moreover, conditions form separate blocks from 
updates: in other words, logical conditions and updates cannot be interposed. The 
rationales underlying the choice of having a very limited number of legal syntactic 
forms for updates are the following: 
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1. This simple syntax considerably simplifies the implementation f the language 
(see Section 5). 
2. For methodological reasons, we preferred to have a somehow "minimal" lan- 
guage to study. 
3. Most importantly, this limitation in the legal forms of updates has no con- 
sequences whatsoever on the expressive power of the language. Indeed, as 
shown in Section 4.3, ULL is as powerful as the most powerful relational 
language defined up to date. 
At first glance, the sequential composition operators may seem to contradict he 
"syntactical minimality" we claimed in point 2 above. Indeed, in ULL, two kinds of 
sequential compositions are allowed: one used for simple updates, which is denoted 
by juxtaposition, and a second one for general updates, denoted";". The reason for 
having two different syntaxes is that the compositions are somehow semantically 
different. In fact, the ";" composition connects more loosely than juxtaposition. 
Indeed, complex updates sequenced using ";" are independent from one another. 
In k~l; ..; ~n, it is possible that some of the ~i 's  are successfully executed, whereas 
other ones "abort." Instead, in Ul.. .  Un, the updates are either all executed or all 
"aborted." 
It is worth pointing out that, despite its logical syntax, ULL semantics is ba- 
sically operational. The reason is that, to a large extent, updating is inherently 
a procedural activity, and this is reflected in the structure of ULL semantics. It 
could be objected that, if this is the case, there is no apparent reason to adopt a 
logic-based syntax. The answer is that a logic-based syntax (and the related notion 
of logical satisfaction in conditions) for a language like ULL has the main advantage 
(over a more traditional fully-procedural one) to allow us the use of the powerful 
mechanisms provided by logic languages in pre- and postconditions, mainly, the 
general unification mechanism. 
Another peculiarity of ULL is that the semantics of updates of logic programs 
is not completely syntax-dependent, nor completely syntax-independent, as also 
pointed out in Section 7, where we shall discuss related works. Here, it is worth 
noting that, in any case, our semantics of updates does not, in general, preserve 
logical equivalence, that is, given two logically equivalent programs P1 and P2 and 
an update ~, the semantics resulting from executing • on P1 is not necessarily 
equivalent o the one resulting from executing • on P2. For instance, let P1 be 
the program consisting of the two facts a ~-- and b ~--, and let P2 be the program 
consisting of the fact a ~-- and the rule b ~-- a. Clearly, P1 and P2 are equivalent since 
they have the same set of models. However, if we consider executing the update 
-a  on P1, we would obtain {b} as the resulting semantics, whereas executing the 
same update on P2 would give the empty set as the resulting semantics. Notice, 
however, that this seems a very reasonable behavior, if we want to take into account 
the implications defined in the logic program, and not just its models. Again, we 
are not claiming that to take into account the syntax used to formalize a logic 
program is always the right solution, but there are undoubtedly many cases in 
which it appears as a very reasonable one. 
A final aspect to be discussed is that in our approach, we separate the update 
language from the object logic language it is intended to manipulate. An alternative 
approach consists of "melding" the update language and the object language to 
form a unique language (this latter approach is used, for example, in Prolog). 
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The advantage of this latter approach is that it might allow a programmer to 
modify update specifications by executing other update specifications, in a somehow 
uniform fashion. In this setting, the rationale underlying the choice we have made 
it twofold. 
1. First, from a methodological viewpoint, we prefer to look at the object logic 
language as to denote "static" knowledge (to be possibly modified), while 
looking at the update language as the mean to change this knowledge. In 
other words, we do not consider the update language to denote itself other 
knowledge, but rather serving as a tool to specify modifications of the static 
knowledge. Obviously, the alternative approach implies that one looks at 
both the update language and the object logic language as to denote a form of 
"dynamic" knowledge that, in a sense, contains the specifications for changing 
itself. 
2. Second, from a practical viewpoint, to keep the two languages eparated al- 
lows us to (i) deal with two relatively simple semantics in the place of a mfique 
complex one (it should be easily convincing that a unique semantics entail- 
ing both the object logic language and the update language into one unique 
framework would have a much more complicated structure than the seman- 
tics of the two languages taken as separated pieces); (ii) take full advantage 
of the procedurality that is implied in update activities, and encoded in the 
ULL semantics to obtain a (relatively) simple and efficient implementation; 
(iii) adopt the clean semantic formulations developed for declarative logic lan- 
guages to give meaning to conditions pecified as goals to be answered on the 
underlying object logic language. 
5. EVALUATING ULL UPDATES 
The aim of this section is to describe how the ULL language can be effectively 
implemented over a logic program. 
The formal definition of updates, given in Section 4, does not provide a clear 
indication on how to implement effectively update operations. Indeed, such a defi- 
nition is based on a transformation of the ground instances of the rules, and the set 
ground(P) of all ground instances is often very difficult to be manipulated in prac- 
tice because of its dimension. Therefore, this section is concerned with providing 
an effective method for implementing update operations. 
The method we propose is based on a suitable rewriting of the program which 
uses a sort of time-stamp mechanism for recognizing the most recent updates. Then, 
botil deletions and insertions are implemented by inserting new facts in the rewrit- 
ten program. As also formally shown in the following, good worst -case complexities 
are obtained for the proposed implementation. 
The section is organized as ibllows. In Section 5.1, we describe the basic intuition 
underlying the language implementation. Section 5.2 illustrates the rewriting of a 
program preparing it for updating. Section 5.3 describes the implementation of
update operations. Section 5.4 provides the procedures implementing general ULL 
updates. Section 5.5 discusses the complexity issues. 
5. I. Implementation Overview 
We illustrate the basic intuition underlying the implementation by an example. 
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Example 5.1. Consider the following program PI: 
s(a,b) 
p(a, b) 
,-,: p(X, Y) s(X, V) 
,'q: q(X) 
The (total) well-founded model of Pa is 
WF(P1) = {s(a, b),p(a, b),p(e, d), q(a), q(c)}. 
Now, the insertion of an atom does not cause any problem, as it can be simply 
realized by adding the corresponding fact in the program. On the contrary, the 
deletion of an atom is more difficult since it implies the manipulation of the instan- 
tiation of the program. As an example, consider the deletion -q(a) of the ground 
atom q(a). We cannot simply delete the rule rq from P1, as it would cause also the 
deletion of q(c) (and, furthermore, such a modification would inhibit any other fu- 
ture inference for q deriving from new facts for p). We encounter the same problem 
in carrying out the deletion -p(a, b). Indeed, it is clearly not sufficient o erase the 
fact p(a, b) ~-- from P1, as p(a, b) could also be derivable from the rule rp (which is 
the case here). As already mentioned, however, to directly manipulate the ground 
program is generally unfeasible. 
To overcome this problem, we rewrite the program P1 in such a way that the 
addition of a new fact O'(a) ~- falsifies the body of all rules with head q(a) in 
ground(P1) without affecting the semantics of the other ground instances of the 
rule rq. Intuitively, O'(a) represents the complement of q(a), and asserting the fact 
~'(a) ~ corresponds to explicitly declare the falsity of the atom q(a). The rewritten 
version few(P1) of P1 is shown next: 
s( a, b, to) ~-- ~overridden_s( a, b, to) 
p(a, b, to) ~-- ~overridden_p(a, b, to) 
p( c, d, to) ~-- ~overridden_p( c, d, to) 
" p(X, Y, to) ~-- s(X, Y, V1), ~overridden_p(X, Y  to) I'p. 
" q(X, to) ~- p(X, Y, V1) , ~p(Y, X, V2), ~overridden_q(X, to) fq. 
ovr(s): overridden_s(V1, V2, Time) ~- ~'(VI, V2, Time'), Time' > Time 
ovr(p): overridden_p(V1, /2, Time) ~-- ~(V1, V2, Time'), T ime'  > T ime 
ovr(q): overridden_q(V1, Time) ~-- q(Vl, Time'), Time' > Time. 
Here, to denotes an initial time (the time when the rewriting takes place). Infor- 
mally, the meaning of a rewritten rule, say rq, is that an atom, say q(X), derivable 
from the original rule rq (i.e., such that p(X, Y) and ~p(Y, X) are true) is true if it 
has not been overriden (i.e., deleted at subsequent time). The associated rule ovr(q) 
singles out the overridden facts. It is immediately recognized that, concerning the 
predicate symbols p, r, and q, few(P1) is semantically equivalent to P1 (except for 
the extra argument for its predicates), since its well-founded model is 
WF(rew(Pa)) = {s(a, b, to), p(a, b, to), p(c, d, to), q(a, to), q(c, to)}. 
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Then, the deletion of atoms can be realized very simply in this program. For 
instance, -q(a) is implemented by adding the fact ~'(a, tl) *-- in few(P1), where tl > 
to. Indeed, once the program has been augmented with this fact, overridden_q(a, to) 
becomes derivable from ovr(q), and, consequently, q(a, to) is not derivable from r[~ 
any longer. Hence, the well-founded model of the new program is 
{s(a, b, to), p(a, b, to), p(c, d, to), q(c, to), ~(a, to), o'uerridden_q(a, to)}, 
which correctly captures the intended semantics of the update -q(a) (where the 
auxiliary predicates ~and overridden_q are not to be considered). 
5.2. Program Rewriting 
We shall make use of the following notations and definitions. 
With each predicate symbol q of P, we associate a new predicate symbol called 
the corr~plement of q and denoted by ~'. Furthermore, a (possibly negative) literal 
with predicate symbol q will be often denoted by Q(X), X being the list .of its 
arguments (that are, in general, terms, and not necessarily variables). Accordingly, 
we shall represent a rule as 
h(x)  ~ Ql (X1)  . . . .  , (2~(x , , ) ,  
where Q i (X1) , . . . ,  Qn(Xn),,~ >_ 0 denote the (possibly empty) conjunction of all 
the literals in the body of the rule. Finally, we assume the existence of a system 
function, named GetTime, which returns an integer epresenting the current time 
(the greater the integer, the later the time); 3 the values returned by this function 
will be denoted by tj (j >_ 0) with the convention that n > m implies t,~ > t,~. 
Tile algorithm for the initial rewriting of the program is shown in Figure 5.1. 
It consists of three functions: Rewrite, RewriteRule, and OverTidingRule. The for- 
mer is the main function; it simply calls the two functions RewriteRule and Over- 
~'idirzgRule for each rule and for each predicate symbol of the program, respectively. 
The input to the RewriteRule function are the current time, say, time, and a 
rule, say 
r: h (x )  , -  Q i (x~) , . . . , cb~(x ,d .  
This function augments the body of r with a new literal ~overridder~_h(X, time) 
that will block the inference of any atom with predicate symbol h (through r) that 
will have been subsequently deleted. Furthermore, the current ime-stamp time is 
added as the last argument in the head. Moreover, for each literal in tile body, a 
variable not appearing elsewhere is added as the last argument (this is needed to 
maintain the consistency between the arities of the body literals and those of the 
heads of the rules (and facts) defining them, as the rewriting increases the arity 
of all head predicates). The function OverridingRule is called on each predicate 
symbol p of P and is in charge of writing a rule which derives the truth of an atom 
ovcrridderz_p(X, Time) whenever a fact for ~(X, Time') such that Time' > Time 
is inserted in the program (i.e., whenever tile deletion ofp(X) is requested). Finally, 
ol)serve that Program is a data type for storing sets of rules. 
aNote that  one such function is available on most programming environments,  and in any case, 
it c~m be s imulated using the logic language that  ULL manipulates.  
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Funct ion  Rewrite( P:Program): Program 
var NewP: Program; 
beg in  
NewP := 0; 
to := GetTime; 
for each rule r in P do 
NewP := NewP U RewriteRule(r, to)}; 
for each predicate symbol p of P do 
NewP := NewP U OverridingRule(p); 
return( NewP) 
end 
Funct ion  RewriteRule(r:Rule, time:Integer): Ru]e 
beg in  
{ Let r be of the form h(X') ,-- QI(X-1) ..... Qn(X~) } 
re turn(h(X ,  time) ~ Q I ( X1, V1) ..... Q.(X, , ,  Vn ), -1 overridden_hCX, time)) 
Funct ion  OverridingRule( q:Predicate): Rule 
beg in  
Let n be the arity of q 
return(overridden_q(V1 ..... Vn, Time) *-- ~(V1 ..... Vn, Time'), Time' > Time) 
end 
F IGURE 5.1 The Rewrite algorithm. 
Funct ion  Delete(q(X-):Atom, P:Program): Program 
var NewP: Program; 
time: Integer; 
beg in  
time := CetTime; F IGURE 5.2 The Delete function. 
NewP := PU {(l(X, time) ,--}; 
return( NewP); 
end 
5.3. Update Operations 
Once the program P has been rewritten, insertions and deletions on P are simply 
realized by adding a new rule in Rewrite(P). 
Figure 5.2 reports a description of the function Delete which implements the dele- 
tion of an atom. Delete receives an atom to be deleted, say q(X), and a (rewritten) 
program, say P, as the input, and returns a new program representing P after the 
deletion of q(X). The deletion of q(X) is realized by adding the fact ~'(X, time) ~- 
in the program (where time is the current time-stamp), which forces all instances 
of q(X) to become not derivable in the new program because of the overriding 
rule for q. Thus, deletions are realized through a very simple modification of the 
(rewritten) program. 
Consider now the insertion of an atom. This task is accomplished by the In- 
sert function, shown in Figure 5.3. This function, given an atom q(X) and a 
program P, builds a new program that accomplishes the insertion of the atom 
q(X) in P. The insertion of an atom requires the addition of a rule q(-X, time) ¢-- 
-~overridden_q(X, time) into the program. The rationale underlying the presence of 
the body literal ~overridden_q(X, time) is to have the capability of handling sub- 
sequent deletions of q(X) (or of some of its instances). Moreover, if the predicate 
symbol of the inserted atom is new (i.e., it is not already present in the program), 
then the corresponding overriding rule is added. 
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Function Insert(q(X):atom, P:Program): Program 
var NewP: Program; 
time: Integer; 
begin 
time := GetTime; 
NewP := P t3 {q(X, time) ~-- -~overridden_q(-'X, time)}; 
if (the predicate symbol q docs not appear in P) 
then NewP := NewP U OverridingRule(q); 
return(NewP) ; 
end 
F IGURE 5.3 The Insert Function. 
Example 5.2. The application of the Rewrite algorithm in Figure 5.1 to the pro- 
gram P1 of Example 5.1 produces the program few(P1) shown in the same example. 
Requesting the deletion of the atom q(a) causes the function of Figure 5.2 to be 
called, which transforms rew(P1) into the following program: 
s( a, b, to) *-- ~overridden_s( a, b, to) 
p(a, b, to) ~-- ~overridden_p(a, 5  to) 
p( e, d, to) ~-- ~overridden_p( e, d, to) 
. t .  p. p( X, Y, to) ~- s( X, Y, 1/l), ~overridgen_p( X, Y, to) 
7 q."" q(X, to) ~-- p(X, Y, Vl), ~p(Y, X, V.2), ~overridden_q(X, to) 
ovr(s): overridden_s(V1, V2,Time) ~ ~(V1, V.2,Time'),Time' > T ime 
ovr(p): overridden_p(V1,1/2, Time) ~- ~(V1, V2, Time'), Mime' > T ime 
ovr(q): overridden_q(V1, Mime) ~- ~(V1, Time'), Mime' > T ime 
where tl > to. We have already pointed out in tile Example 5.1 that the above 
program completely captures the semantics of ' -q(a) .  
As far as insertions are concerned, we just explain how previously inserted atoms 
can be invalidated successively. Suppose that the execution of two update oper- 
ations of the form +q(d) and -q(d) is requested in sequence. Then, the former 
implies the addition of a rule 
r: q(d, t3) ~- ~overridden_q(d, ~3) 
while the latter is implemented by the insertion of the fact 0"(d, t4) ~--, where t4 > t3. 
It is easily seen that, due to the overriding rule ovr(q) for q, the presence of the 
fact ~'(d, t4) *--- blocks the inference of q(d) from r. 
It is worth pointing out that the proposed approach correctly supports both up- 
dates involving ground atoms and updates involving nonground atoms (i.e., update 
where some variable has not been bound to a constant). For instance, the update 
operation V( -q(X) )  on the program of the previous example is implemented by 
I 
adding the fact ~(X, t5) ~--, which would inhibit any inference from rule rq, thus 
ruling out, according to the fornml semantics, all atoms with predicate symbol q 
from the model of the resulting program. 
We next present hree lemmata that will be used in the following subsection to 
prove the correctness of the overall ULL evaluator. They show that Ins,~7-t and 
Delete correctly implement he mapping ~- (see Definition 4.2), which constitutes 
the basis for the definition of the ULL semantics. To state these results, we need to 
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formalize the concept of equivalence of a logic program w.r.t, a program resulting 
from rewriting and updating it. 
Definition 5.1. Let P be a logic program and Sp be the set of the predicates 
appearing in P. Then, a logic program P~ is equivalent to P i fVq E SF,Vbl , . . .~ 
bn E UL, q(bl , . . . ,  bn) ~ WF(P)  i f fq(bl , . . . ,  bn, t) c WF(P ' )  for some integer t. 
REMARK 5.1. Notice that the above relation expresses a sort of semantic equiva- 
lence between a rewritten program (where new predicates and arguments have been 
introduced) and a corresponding original logic program. Thus, P~ being equivalent 
to P implies P not being equivalent to P~ (since, in order for P~ to be equivalent 
to P, each predicate of P~ must have an arity strictly greater than the one of the 
corresponding predicate in P). As a consequence, no program P is equivalent to 
itself (except for the empty program). 
Moreover, it is worth pointing out that we could also use an apparently stronger 
notion of equivalence by ruling out the time-stamp argument from the atoms in 
WF(P  ~) using a set of additional clauses implementing suitable projections. How- 
ever, this solution would have increased the dimension of rewritten programs, and 
therefore it has not been adopted. 
Lemma 5.1. Let P be a logic program. Then Rewrite(P) is equivalent to P. 
PROOF. For each predicate p c Sp, all the atoms of the form ~(b) are false in 
the well-founded model of Rewrite(P) (as no rule with head predicate ~ is in 
Rewrite(P)).  Consequently, all the atoms of the form overridden_p(-b) are false 
w.r.t. WF(Rewr i te(P) ) ,  as all the ground instance rules defining them have one 
false literal (namely, a literal with predicate ~) in their body. Therefore, in each 
rewritten rule, the literals of the form ~overridden_p(-b t) can be deleted (since 
these literals are true). Thus, P and Rewrite(P) have the same set of "firable" 
rules (except for the extra-arguments). Hence, the result follows. [] 
Lemma 5.2. Let P be a logic program, A be an atom, and ~ be a grounding sub- 
stitution for A. Further, let P' = Rewrite(P). Then 
1. Insert (a(A), P') is equivalent to the program ~-(ground(P), +A, {~}), and 
2. Delete (a(A), P') is equivalent to the program 7(ground(P), -A ,  {or}). 
PROOF.  (Part i.) Immediate. 
(Part 2.) Let A = p(X). Because of the insertion of a fact of the form ~(~'(X, ti)) 
and since the "current" time-stamp ti is greater than the maximum value of any 
time-stamps in P~, all the ground instance rules of pt with head a(overridden_p 
(X, t)) have their body true (this holds for each t). Then, the ground instance rules 
with head a(p(X, t)) are not "firable." Hence, the result follows. [] 
Finally, we generalize the result given for basic updates in Lemma 5.2 to the case 
of update operations of general form. 
Lemma 5.3. Let P be a logic program, U = ®1A1. • • ®~An be an update operation, 
and cr be a grounding substitution for U. Further, let P~ be the nth term of the 
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sequence 
Po = Rewrite(P) 
Insert(Pk_l,Ak) i f  @k =+ 
Pk = Delete(Pk_l,Ak) i f  ®k = - .  
Then, P~ is equivalent to ~-(ground(P),-U, {~}). 
PROOF. The result easily follows by induction, from Lemma 5.2. [] 
We close this subsection with a brief discussion regarding the use of time-stamps. 
Our implementation technique is based on a rewriting of the program which adds 
an extra temporal argument o each predicate. Such an argument is used only to 
recognize whether the insertion of an atom is more recent han its possible deletion; 
thus, if t ime-stamps are looked at from a different standpoint than this, then strange 
anomalies may be discovered. For instance, suppose that an atom q(a) is true at 
time to. After an update, say the insertion of q(b) the time advances to tl, and 
q(a) continues to be true. However, the rewritten program does not infer that q(a) 
is "true" at time tl, i.e., only q(a, to) is inferred while q(a, tl) is not inferred (even 
if q(a) is true at time tl). This problem is somehow connected to the well-known 
frame problem [45, 52]. This problem has not been considered in defining our 
evaluator since tiine-stanlps have been introduced here with the only purpose of 
implementing the semantics of ULL, and their existence should remain unknown to 
the users. However, if the choice is made to render time-stamps visible to the user, 
then a simple modification of the rewriting process eliminates the above anomaly 
(e.g., referring to the previous example, q(a, tl) would be made true), hfformally, 
for each predicate q of the (original) prograln, the following rule is added t:o the 
rewritten program: 
q(X, Time) *-- q(X, T), T < Time, is_time(Time) 
where is_time is a built-in predicate which succeeds if its argument is an allowed 
t ime-stamp value (i.e., it is greater or equal than the initial t imestamp and is smaller 
or equal than the current one). Intuitively, the rule states that if q(X) is true at 
t ime T and Time represents a t ime-stamp greater than T, then q(X,Time) holds 
(since, if q(X) would have been deleted at a time posed in between T and Time, 
then q(X, T) would not be derivable any longer because its rule would be blocked 
by the overriding_q literal). It is immediately recognized that the addition of this 
rule eliminates the anomaly discussed above. 
5.4. General Updates 
In this subsection, we shall illustrate the implementation of ULL general updates. 
Since general updates express update operations to be executed on sets of sub- 
stitutions which satisfy logical goals, the effectiveness of our implementation has 
to rely necessarily on the effectiveness of the procedure used to construct satis- 
fying substitutions to goals. Such a problem has been widely studie in the past 
years (e.g., [51, 62, 70]) and suitable syntactic constraints (called safety) on the 
logic program and goal have been defined, which ensure the finiteness of the pro- 
cess of constructing satisfying substitutions. The first solution was developed for 
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function-free programs: it requires that each logical variable appearing in a rule r 
of the program also appears in a positive literal in the body of r (we call it static 
safety). Then, the technique has been extended to take into account possible bind- 
ings on rules' variables coming from the query (we call it query safety). Query 
safety has been adopted by most logic programming systems [19, 31, 43, 49], as it 
allows the treatment of a wider class of queries; for instance, the statically unsafe 
rule p(X)  ~- is query-safe under a ground query p(a) (that can be immediately 
answered). Both static and query safety have been generalized to logic programs 
with function symbols [59]. 
Since this problem is out of the scope of the paper, we do not further discuss it 
here, and assume that each update goal (precondition or postcondition) is query 
safe and then, finitely solvable. Thus, our implementation procedures will use a 
built-in infix operator, denoted by ~ which computes the (finite) set of satisfying 
substitutions of update goals. 
Query safety guarantees the computability of update goals; however, a close 
analysis of the semantics of ULL reveals that it is not sufficient to ensure the 
effectiveness of the evaluation of general updates. A first problem comes from the 
possible presence, in the postcondition of a universal update, of a variable which 
does not appear in the precondition; such a variable would range over the whole 
(infinite) universe UL (see Remark 4.2(1)) making the postcondition uncomputable. 
A second problem arises if some variable, say X, appears in the update operation of 
an existential update, but X does not occur in the precondition. In such a case, the 
update operation should be tried for any possible value of X until (possibly never) 
an instantiation of X is found such that the execution of the update operation 
under this instantiation makes the postcondition true. For instance, consider the 
update ffJ = 3(+p(X)  q(X)) on a program P, and assume that q2 is not applicable. 
In order for the evaluator to recognize that q~ is not applicable, it should verify that, 
for each a E UL, q(a) is not true after the execution of +p(a). Such a test requires 
trying the execution of an infinite number of update operations (+p(a), V a c UL) 
and cannot be performed in a finite time. 
To overcome the above mentioned problems, we impose two syntactic onstraints 
on general updates: 
cl) For each existential update ~, every variable appearing in the update oper- 
ation also appears in the precondition (i.e., if ffJ = 3(C1 U C2), then all the 
variables occurring in U also occur in C1) 
c2) For each universal update ~, every variable appearing in the postcondition 
also appears in the precondition (i.e., if ffJ = V(C1 U C2), then all the variables 
occurring in C2 also occur in C1). 
Therefore, in what follows, we shall assume that any general update satisfied the 
two conditions above. As for the implementation (see below), note that these are 
clearly very simple static properties to check. The high level procedures of the ULL 
evaluator are reported in Figure 5.4. 
The former is the main procedure. It reads a program P, calls the Rewrite 
function (see Figure 5.1) which rewrites P, and starts a never ending loop. This 
loop consists of the call to two functions: ReadUpdate, which reads a general update 
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Algorithm ULL-Evaluator 
var P, P': Program; 
begin { main } 
P := ReadProgram; 
P' := Rewrite(P); 
repeat 
:= ReadUpdate; 
P' :=- Execute(~, P'); 
forever 
end 
Function Execute(qJ :Genera|Update, RP:Program): Program 
var newP: Program; 
begin 
case typeof(~) of 
'3 ': let k~ = ~(C1UC2) 
NewP := ExistentialUpdate(C1, (;'2, U, RP); 
'Y': let • = V(C1UC2) 
NewP := UniversalUpdatc(C1, 2 U, RP); 
'*': let qJ = *(C1UC2) 
NewP := lteratedUpdate(C1, (7,2, U, RP); 
';': let • = q~l;qJ 2
NewP := Execute(*l, RP); 
NewP ::= Execute(O/2, NewP); 
end_case 
return(NewP); end 
F IGURE 5.4 The high level functions of the ULL evaluator. 
from the input, 4 and Execute, which is in charge of performing the evaluation 
of ~. 
The function Execute, shown at the bottom of Figure 5.4, receives a (rewritten) 
program RP and a general update • as the input, and returns the program NewP 
resulting from the execution of • on RP.  Actually, this function just controls 
the execution flow: it recognizes the type of the input update (i.e., existential, 
universal, iterated, or composition) and, according with it, requests the execution 
of the specific function (exeeept for the composition update, which is implemented 
by two recursive calls to the Execute function itself). 
The three functions executing the existential, universal and iterated updates are 
reported in Figures 5.5, 5.6, and 5.7, respectively. The input to these functions 
consists of: a (rewritten) program P, an update operation U, and two conjunctions 
of literals C1 and C2, representing the precondition and the postcondition to the 
execution of U, respectively. The output of the procedures i the program resulting 
from the execution of the update. 
Consider the function ExistentialUpdate. First of all, the (possibly empty) set 
E consisting of all grounding substitution a for C1 such that P implies a(C1) is 
computed. If E is empty, then the update is not applicable and the computation 
terminates returning P unchanged; otherwise, a substitution cr is nondeterrainisti- 
cally extracted from E and the update operation a(U) is executed. (Note that or(U) 
is ground, since, because of the constraint cl, each variable occurring in U occurs 
in C1 as well.) The changes determined by or(U) are carried out on a temporary 
4The implementation f the procedures for reading programs and updates is straightforward, 
and therefore it has not been reported. 
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Funct ion  ExistentialUpdate(C1, 2: Conjunction, U:UpdateOperation, 
P:Program): Program 
{ Let U be of the form ®IQ1...®nQ~ }
var NewP: Program; 
applicable: Boolean; 
a: substitution; 
E: Set of substitutions; 
beg in  
E := {a] a is a grounding substitution for C1 and P ~ or(C1)}; 
if (~ = 0) then  return(P) ;  
applicable := false; 
whi le(E # 0) and (not applicable) do {look for an applicable substitution} 
a := choice(E); 
E := E-{a}; 
NewP := P; 
fork= 1 to n do 
if ®~ = + {insertion operation} 
then  NewP := Insert(a(Qi), NewP); 
if  ®i = - {deletion operation} 
then  NewP := Delete(a(Q~), NewP); 
end_for 
applicable := (NewP ~ 3a(C2)); 
end_whi le  
if applicable 
then  return( NewP); 
else re turn(P)  
end  
F IGURE 5.5 The function ExistentialUpdate. 
Funct ion  UniversalUpdate(Cl, 2:conjunction, U:UpdateOperat, ion, 
P:Program): Program 
{ Let U be of the form ®IQ1... ®~ Q~ } 
var NewP: Program; 
a: substitution; 
E: Set of substitutions; 
beg in  
E := {e I a is a grounding substitution for C~ and P ~ a(Ct)}; 
if E = 0 then  re turn(P)  
NewP := P; 
for i :=  1 to  n do 
for each substitution a in E do 
if ®, = + (insertion operation} 
then  NewP := lnsert(a(Qi), NewP); 
if ®i = - {deletion operation} 
then  NewP := Dclete(a(Qi), NewP); 
end~for 
end_for 
i fVa C E (gewP ~ a(C2)) 
then  return( NewP); 
else re turn(P )  
end  
F IGURE 5.6 The function UniversalUpdate. 
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Function IteratedUpdate(Cl, 2:conjunction, U:UpdatcOperation, 
P:Program): Program 
vat PI, P2: Program; 
a: substitution; 
E: Set of substitutions; 
begin 
P1 := P; 
repeat 
P2 := P~; 
E := {~1 a is a grounding substitution for C1 and P1 ~ a(Cl)}; 
applicable := false; 
while (E ¢ 0) and (not applicable) do 
{look for an applicable substitution} 
a := choice(E); 
Z := Z-{a}; 
for i := 1 to  n do  
if ®~ = + {insertion operation} 
then PI := Insert(a(Qi), P1); 
if ®i = - {deletion operation} 
then P1 := Delete(a(Qi), P1); 
end_for 
applicable := (P1 ~- 3(a(C2))) and P1 ~ P2; 
end_while 
until (not applicable); 
return(Pl); 
end 
F IGURE 5.7 The function IteratedUpdate. 
program NewP by calling the two functions Insert and Delete presented in Section 
5.3. Finally, if the program NewP implies the existential closure of" ~(C2)--this 
condition has been denoted by NewP ~ 3~(C2) in Figure 5.5--then the update is 
recognized as applicable and the changes oil NewP are brought on P (i.e., NewP 
is returned as the result of the update); otherwise, the process is repeated by choos- 
ing another substitution (if any) in E. If no applicable substitution is found in E 
(i.e., the whi le  loop terminates because E is empty), then the function returns the 
program P unchanged. Note that, in accordance with the semantics given for tim 
ULL language, the execution of the basic update operations defining U is performed 
following the specified order. Moreover, note that to evaluate the conditioi~ NewP 
]= ~(C2)  is equivalent to evaluating the goal a(C2) on the program NewP, i.e., it 
is not needed to extend a to a grounding substitution for C2 and then evaluate the 
goal. 
The UniversalUpdate procedure works as follows. The first step is again t,o com- 
pute the set E. If E is empty (no applicable substitution exists), then the function 
terminates returning P unchanged. Otherwise, each basic update operation in U 
is executed, according to the specified order, onto the temporary program NewP. 
Since the update is to be executed under a universal modality, the evaluation of a 
basic update operation, say ®~Qi, requires the execution of ~(®~Qi) for each a in 
E. Finally if, for each a in E, NewP implies cr(C2), then the update is recognized 
as applicable and the changes on NewP are carried on P; otherwise, P is returned 
unchanged. Regarding the evaluation of the condition NewP ~ a(C2), we recall 
that or(C2) is ground anyway since each variable occurring in C2 occurs in C1 as 
well (see constraint c2 above). 
As far as the function IteratedUpdate is concerned, it can be seen as a Iepeated 
execution of the corresponding existential update, iterated until (possibly never) the 
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existential update does not succeed in modifying the "current" program (see Figure 
5.7). Thus, such a function consists of two main loops: the internal whi le loop ex- 
ecutes an applicable xistential update (where "applicability" also requires the pro- 
grain to be actually modified), whereas the external repeat  loop controls whether 
the execution is terminated or the internal whi le loop must be executed again. 
Note that the presented algorithms make use of two external functions: choice 
and ~. The former receives a set of substitutions as the input and chooses and 
returns one of them (in nondeterministic fashion). The latter is used for computing 
the set of satisfying substitution (i.e., the answer set) of a goal G for a given 
program P. Concerning the choice function, other authors have already pointed 
out that making a choice is a complex operation from the semantic viewpoint, but 
computationally it is a rather simple one [60] (also confirmed by the implementation 
of the choice construct in the LDL system [38, 49]). The computation of the answer 
set of a goal can be carried out using well-known techniques like those presented 
in [10-12, 39, 44, 54]. Thus, we are assuming that both choice and ~ are built-in 
functions. Moreover, observe that substitution and Set of substitutions are data 
types for storing substitutions and sets of substitutions, respectively. 
Finally, note that we have so far disregarded, for the sake of clarity, a number 
of optimization issues that have to be considered in a real implementation. For 
instance, in Figure 5.7, the condition P1 ~ P2 requires comparing a logic program 
to another. Since a logic program can include many rules and facts, this operation 
is not likely to be practical. To avoid such a hard comparison, it is possible to 
keep track of actual changes performed on the program (in the for loop of Figure 
5.7) by using a list. Roughly, the list is initially empty and is updated as follows: 
(i) if an atom A not occurring in P2 is inserted into P1, then +A is inserted into 
the list; (ii) if an atom A occurring in P2 is deleted from P1, then -A  is inserted 
into the list; (iii) in any case, the request of insertion (resp., deletion) of A imply 
-A  (+A, resp.) to be eliminated from L (this is needed to avoid the list to be 
not empty in a situation where some pairs of complementary operations +A - A 
have been executed). Another hard operation in the algorithm is the assignment 
between programs (e.g., P2 := P and P1 := P2 in Figure 5.7). Performing the 
explicit copy of a program has a high cost both in time and space. For the sake 
of efficiency, a virtual copying could be effected instead, consisting of marking the 
rules with the name of the program they belong to, thus avoiding the duplication 
of common rules. Other optimization tricks can be introduced in our algorithms to 
improve the overall efficiency. However, as this issue goes beyond the scope of this 
work, we shall not further investigate this aspect. 
The next result states the correctness of the ULL interpreter. For obvious rea- 
sons, in the following proposition we simply refer to the function Execute instead 
of the ULL interpreter as a whole. 
Proposition 5.1. Let P be a logic program, P~ = Rewrite(P), and • be a general 
update. Then 
1. Execute (pr, ~) always terminates if and only if • strongly converges. 
2. Execute (pt, ~) may terminate if and only if • weakly converges. 
3. If Execute (P', ~) terminates then its result is equivalent to (a possible result 
of) ~(ground(P), ~). 
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PROOF. The proof easily follows by case analysis from the assumed correctness of 
the satisfying substitution set construction, using Lemma 5.3. 
As a final remark, we note that the proposed implementation correctly deals also 
with unbound update operations under the universal execution modality (even. if 
such updates change the truth w~lues of an infinite number atoms). For instance, 
consider the universal update • = V(q(X) + p(X,Y)); since the variable Y is 
unbound, the update asserts that, for each b E Ur,p(a,b) must become true if 
q(a) is true in the current semantics (hence, for each such a, it asserts the truth 
of infinite atoms-- in the case function symbols occur in the program--of the form 
p(a,-)). Intuitively, even if • renders infinite atoms true, it is tractable because 
such an operation has a finite representation. Under the input ~, the ULL evaluator 
behaves as follows. First, the set V of values for X making true q(X) is determined 
(i.e., referring to Figure 5.6, the set E of the grounding substitution for q(X) such 
that P ~ q(X) is computed). Then, for each a C V, the Insert function is called 
with p(a,Y) as a parameter. This call (see Figure 5.3) causes the insertion of 
the rule p(a, Y, time) +--- ,overridden_p( a,Y, time) that, having its body evaluated 
true, asserts the truth of each atom of the form p(a, b, time) with b ~ UL being time 
the most recent ime-stamp (see Section 5.3). Thus, the semantics of • is correctly 
realized. We also remark that, if the goal q(X) is (query) safe, the above update is 
an admissible input for the ULL evaluator, as neither constraint cl nor constraint 
c2 is violated. 
Finally, we point out that the structure of negation determined by the rewriting 
process is a "fair" one: indeed, given a stratified [5] logic program P, Rewrite(P) is 
stratified as well. Similar consideration can be done regarding program safety [63]. 
Both of these issues will be addressed in the Appendix, where the ULL prototype 
will be illustrated. 
5.5. Computational Complexity of the Update Procedures 
In this subsection, we investigate the computational complexity of the update pro- 
cedures. First, we will compute the complexity of implementing basic update op- 
erations. Then update operations and general updates will be discussed. We note 
that a comparison between the complexities obtained in our framework and those of 
other proposals (e.g., [69]) is to be necessarily carried out mainly referring to basic 
updates. Indeed, as shown below, the complexity of general updates mostly de- 
pends on the complexity of constructing answers to queries because of the presence 
of pre- and postconditions. 
Given a literal L (resp., a rule r, a program P), its dimension, denoted by 
ILl (resp., Irl, IPI), is defined as its length (in number of characters) as a string. 
For any program P, let Sp denote the set of its predicate symbols. For each 
predicate p, let L(p) be the atom p(X1,..., X,~), where n is the arity of p. Note 
that the dimension of a program (actually, of its ground instantiation) determines 
the complexity of query answering. Therefore, besides giving the time complexity 
of update execution, it is also important to compute how much the dimension of the 
logic program varies because of rewriting and updating. In what follows, adding a 
character in a logic program is considered having a unit time and space cost. We 
have the following results: 
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Proposition 5.2. For any program P, the function Rewrite(P) runs in O(IPI) time 
and returns a program whose dimension is O(IPI) greater than that of P, in the 
worst case. 
PROOF. The Rewrite function consists of two loops. The first executes one itera- 
tion for each rule r in P, and for each of these rules, it stores O(Irl) characters in 
NewP. Therefore, the complexity of this loop (both in time and increased space) is 
O(~-~re P Irl). The second loop executes one iteration for each predicate p of P,  and 
stores in NewP, O(IL(p)[ ) characters at most. Therefore, this latter loop is exe- 
cuted in O (~-~pes,, IL(p)I), both in time and increased space. Thus the complexity 
of Rewrite(P) reduces to O(IPI). [] 
Proposition 5.3. Let P be a (rewritten) program. Then 
1. For any basic update of the form +Q, the function Insert(Q,P) runs in 
O(IPI + IQI) time in the worst case. Furthermore the program is increased in 
size by O(IQI ) in the worst case. 
2. For any basic update of the form -Q,  the function Delete(Q, P)  runs in 
O(IQI ) time in the worst case. Furthermore the program is increased in size 
by O(IQ[) in the worst case. 
PROOF. (Part 1.) The second instruction of the function requires generating a
rule of dimension O(IQI ). The condition of the if instruction can be carried out 
in O(IPI) (actually, one can do much better than this, for example, using hashing 
techniques; however, these specific implementation techniques are not considered 
here). The instruction in the then  branch requires generating a rule of dimension 
O(IQI). Hence, the time complexity is O(IP I + IQI) and the increased space is 
O(fQI). 
(Part 2.) Immediate. [] 
Therefore, basic updates are executed efficiently. Consider now update opera- 
tions of general form. The dimension of an update operation U, denoted by IU[, is 
defined in analogy with the case of literals, rules, and so on. Furthermore, let ng 
denote the number of basic update operations occurring in the update operation U. 
Proposition 5.4. Let P be a (rewritten) program. Let U be an update operation. In 
the worst case, U is executed in O(IU I + nu IPI) time and increases the program 
dimension by O(IUI). 
PROOF. The result follows immediately from Proposition 5.3. [] 
Finally, consider general updates. Obviously, we cannot even talk about the 
worst case complexity of iterated updates, and consequently of compound updates, 
since iterated updates basically have the power of Turing machines (see Section 4.3). 
Thus, we consider existential and universal updates. As already mentioned, the time 
complexity in this case depends on the complexity of querying the logic program 
to construct he satisfying substitutions for pre- and postconditions. How query 
processing is implemented is a problem that goes beyond the scopes of this paper. 
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Therefore, we give the complexity of existential and universal updates parametri- 
cally to the complexity of condition evaluation. So, for any goal C, let 7(P, C) 
denote the worst case time complexity of answering C on the program p,5 and let 
IEcI denote the cardinality of the set Ec  (recall that this is the set of all the substi- 
tutions satisfying C w.r.t, the program P). Note that the above defined quantities 
have a meaning only when query answering is effective, i.e., when 7(P, C) is finite. 
Finally, for any update operation U and set of substitutions E, let Pu, z be the 
program resulting from the execution of U on P using the set of substitution E, 
following the schema utilized within the procedures implementing existential and 
universal updates. For simplicity, we can reasonably assume that for each o" and 
a"  i n  EcI,7(Pu,{a,},~'(C2)) = 7(Pu,{c~,,},cr '*(C2)) ,  i.e., that the worst-case com- 
plexity of answering to cr(C2) on the program Pu,{~} is independent on the specific 
or. Then we have the following results. 
Proposition 5.5. Let P be a (rewritten) program. Then 
1. In the worst case, the function ExistentialUpdate(P, 3(C1 UC2)) runs in 
0 (7  (P, C1) 4- [~c~l(7(ru,{~r),cr(C2)) ÷ IU[ 4- nvlPl)) time and increases 
the dimension of P by O(IUI), where (~ is a substitution making the up- 
date applicable. 
2. In the worst case, the function UniversalUpdate(P, V(C1 U C2)) runs in 
O (7(P, C1) + [ECll(7(Pu,>=cl,cr(C2)) + IUI + nuIPb)  time and increases 
the dimension of P by O(IUIIEc ~ I). 
PROOF. (Part 1.) In the worst case, all the IEcll substitutions satisfying C1 are 
to be considered before finding one cr such that a(C2) is implied by the program 
resulting from executing ~(U). Therefore, we obtain the following costs: 
- 7(P, C1), to evaluate C1, plus 
- -  IEc1 I, to "try" all the constructed substitutions, times 
- -  IUI + nulPI to execute a(U), for one substitution or, plus 
y(Pu,{~}, a(C2)), to evaluate (r(C2) against he resulting program. 
Hence, the result follows. As for the increased program dimension, simply note 
that the resulting program is computed by executing a(U) on P for the chosen 
substitution cT. Therefore, by Proposition 5.4, the dimension of P increases of 
O(IUI) at most. 
(Part 2.) It takes 7(P, C1) time to construct he set Ec1. By Proposition 5.4, 
it costs  IEC, II(IUI-~-nuIPI) time to construct he updated program. Finally, the 
evaluation of a(C2) for each a in Ec~ determines a fm'ther additive factor equal to 
7(Pu,~:~, ~(C2))IEcI . As far as the increased program dimension is concerned, 
note that P is updated using all the substitutions in Ec,.  The result then imme- 
diately follows by Proposition 5.4. This completes the proof. [] 
Before closing the section, we summarize next in simplified form the complexity 
results illustrated in this section. Thus, let T be an update, to be executed on a 
5As an example, for finite-universe programs, in the c~tse of the well-founded semantics, 7(P, C) 
is polynomial in (Iground(P)[). 
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logic program P. Let n and m be the dimensions of T and P, respectively (i.e., 
n = ITI and m = iPI). Let k be an upper bound on the time complexity of 
evaluating any condition C on P, PT,o or PT,ZG. Let h be an upper bound on the 
number of substitutions obtained by evaluating any condition C on P. 
Then we have 
1. T is a basic insertion: 
(a) Time complexity: O(n + m); 
(b) Increased program dimension: O(n); 
2. T is a basic deletion: 
(a) Time complexity: O(n); 
(b) Increased program dimension: O(n); 
3. T is an update operation: 
(a) Time complexity: O(nm); 
(b) Increased program dimension: O(n); 
4. T is an existential update: 
(a) Time complexity: O((k + nm)h); 
(b) Increased program dimension: O(n); 
5. T is a universal update V(C1UtC2): 
(a) Time complexity: O((k + nm)h); 
(b) Increased program dimension: O(nh). 
6. ULL  EXTENSIONS 
In this section, we present hree extensions of the ULL language. The first one 
allows to add and remove, beside atoms, also rules (Section 6.2). The second one 
supports a form of hypothetical reasoning about updates, as it allows the user to 
know whether an update can be successfully executed without actually performing 
it (Section 6.2). The last one provides facilities for the definition and the call of 
procedures executing eneral updates (Section 6.3). 
6.1. Rule Updates 
The following example shows a case where the possibility to delete a specific instance 
of a logic rule turns out to be very useful. Let us deal again with the logic program 
P~oo describing some aspects of the life in a zoo, which is in part reported next: 
bear(yogi) e- 
bear(booboo) ~- 
monkey( kong) ~-- 
employee(tom, 1, 1500) ~-- 
employee(john, 2, 2000) ~-- 
employee(bob, 3, 2500) ~-- 
looka fter(john, yogi) ~-- 
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looka fter(bob, booboo) ~- 
looka fter(tom, kong) ~-- 
extra_pay(X, 100) ~-- bear(Y), looka fter( X, Y). 
The animals in the zoo are bears and monkeys; the zoo has several employees, 
and some of them look after the animals. Each employee is defined by name, 
seniority, expressed in years, and monthly salary, expressed in dollars. Furthermore, 
employees looking after bears receive an extra salary of $100/month. Thus, both 
john and bob receive the extra salary of $100/month because they look after the 
bears yogi and booboo, respectively. 
In Section 2, we have seen that the arrival of a new bear named napo at the zoo 
and the selection of its guard can be handled by the update 
~(employee(X, Y, Z) + bear(napo) + lookafter( X, napo) . 
In this way, the arrival of napo at the zoo is registered, and an employee looking 
after napo is chosen. 
Now, assume that napo is (strangely) a docile bear. Therefore, the extra salary 
of $100 ordinarily due to employees taking care of bears should not be received by 
the employee looking after napo. At first glance, it would be expected that the 
intended semantics might be obtained by executing the following update: 
3( looka f ter( X , napo ) - extra_pay(X, 100)). 
On the contrary, the above update agrees with the intuition only if napo is the only 
bear which the selected guard takes care of. Indeed, if, for instance, the employee 
john is selected for looking after napo, then john should still receive his $100 extra 
salary since he looks after the bear yogi who is not docile; however, executing the 
above update would cause the $100 extra salary for john being canceled. 
The reason for this unintuitive behavior is that the above update requests to 
simply abolish the extra salary for the employee looking after napo, whereas what 
we want is to inhibit that the guard of napo earns the extra salary just because he 
looks after napo. In other words, we want to disallow the deduction 
extra_pay(X, 100) ~-- bear(napo), looka fter( X, napo). 
In order to endow ULL with the capability of modeling situations like this, we do 
allow update operations of the form - ( r )  or +(r),  where r is a logic rule. Thus, 
the situation above can be handled by the following update: 
V(-(extra_pay( Z, 100) *-- bear(napo), looka fter( X, napo) ). 
Informally, this means: "from now on, for each X, the conjunction bear(napo), 
lookafter(X, napo) does not imply extra_pay(X, 100)." 
To assign the formal semantics to the insertions and the deletions of rules, we just 
have to suitably extend the definition of the 7 mapping. All the other definitions 
given in Section 4 automatically accommodate for dealing with rule updates without 
any further change. The definition of the 7 mapping is extended as follows. 
Let P denote the instantiation of the program P, r be a rule, and E be a family 
of grounding substitutions for r. Then 
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1. +( r ) ,  = P V I e 
2. r(P, -(r),g) = P-  {¢(r) I ~ • E}. 
We point out that, just like the other basic update operations, the insertions 
and the deletions of rules can be combined with both conditions and other update 
operations to express complex modifications of the semantics of a logic program. 
For instance, the deletion (insertion) of a rule r in the logic program (i.e., of all the 
ground instances of r in the instantiated program) can be obtained by the update 
V( - r )  (Y(+r)). If, on the contrary, we wished to delete some specific instances of r, 
we can use a suitable precondition that individuates them. Furthermore, an update 
operation involving a rule is invalidated if a stated postcondition is not verified. 
Going back to the zoo example, assume that the owner decides to disallow the 
extra salary for the employees looking after bears. The update 
V(-(extra_pay( X, 100) ~-- bear(Y), looka fter( X, Y) ) ) 
accomplishes this goal. Counterwisely, if the extra salary is only to be given to 
employees earning less than $2000, then the following update can be used: 
V(employee(X, Z S), S > 2000 
-(extra_pay(X, 100) ~-- bear(Y), looka fter( X, Y) ) ). 
REMARK 6.1. Note that the definition of the semantics of rule updates takes into 
account "direct" implications only. For instance, assume that the rule a ~-- b 
and b ~- c belong to the program P. Assume that the user executes the update 
- (a  ~ c). It should be clear that, with the semantics we propose here, P is not 
changed by the execution of the update, even if a is transitively implied by c. 
The reason is that a is transitively implied by c, but it is not directly implied by 
c. A similar discussion can be drawn regarding rule subsumption, e.g., requiring 
- (a  *-- c, d) could possibly mean also to delete the rule a *-- c, since this one 
logically implies the one to be deleted. It is clear that our approach has a more 
syntactic flavor than that of taking into account also transitive implications and 
subsumptions. However, this latter approach is difficult to efficiently implement 
in practice (indeed, it requires us to compute the closure of the knowledge base), 
and, at the same time, we would argue that the simpler solution we have proposed 
properly handles a number of practical situations. 
Next, we informally illustrate how the ULL implementation that we have dis- 
cussed in Section 5 can be extended to accommodate rule manipulations. 
To begin with, we define the concept of extended substitution. An extended 
substitution is a partial mapping from V to UL [-J V. Before executing any update, 
we create a copy of a logic program P in a new logic program copyP. Then, to 
implement rule insertion is simple. Assume a number of update operations have 
been already executed on P, and call/3 the "current" program obtained by applying 
the procedures described in Section 5. Let r = h(--X) ,-- body(X) and time denote 
the current time-stamp. The insertion +(r)  is realized by executing the following 
operations: 
1. add r to copyP; 
2. add the rule RewriteRule(r, time) to /3  (see Figure 5.1.); 
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3. if h is a new predicate symbol (i.e., not already occurring in/3), then add the 
rule OverridingRule(h) (see Figure 5.1) to/3. 
Rule deletion is a little more complicated. Assume we want to execute - ( r ) .  In 
this case, we have to consider two (not necessarily disjoint) situations: 
1. a rule in the target program is to be completely eliminated; 
2. only some instances of a rule are to be deleted, but some others are still valid 
(as in the example above). 
Thus, we consider two sets of rules in copyP: 
1. Eraser containing all the rules r' E eopyP such that there exists an extended 
substitution a by which a(r)  = r'; 
2. PDelr containing all the rules r' E eopyP such that there exists an extended 
substitution ~ by which cr(r') = r. 
For each rule r in copyP, let c.urr,, denote its corresponding rule in /3 Then, 
the deletion - ( r )  of the rule r is implemented as follows: 
1. for each rule er E Erase,., er itself is eliminated from copyP and curry,, is 
correspondently eliminated from /3; for each ri C PDel~, let t i , t , . . . ,  ti,,~ be 
the list of terms occurring in r'i and t l , . . . ,  t,~ denote the corresponding terms 
occurring in r; then: 
2. for each ri C PDel~, the rule curt',., ~ P is substituted by H(curr,.~) ~-- 
B(eurr,-~), ~(t<~ = t l , . . . ,  t~,~ = t,~). (where, obviously, equalities of the form 
t = t can be removed). 
For instance, the execution of 
V(-(extra_pay( X, 100) +-- bear(Tmpo), looka fter(  X, ,,.apo) ) 
is realized by substituting the rule 
extra_pay(X, 100, ti,r,,e) , -  bear(Y), looka f ter( X, Y ), 
-7 overridde~_eztra_pay( X, 1(/0, time) 
by the rule 
extra_pay(X, 100,ti,ne) ÷- bear(Y), looka fter(  X, Y),  
overriddeT~_ea:tra_pay( X, 100, time), 
-~ (Y = ~zapo) 
(where the equalities X = X and 100 = 100 have been omitted). 
6.2. H~jpothetical Updates 
In many real world situations, the user needs to know whether an update can be 
successfully executed (i.e., whether the update is applicable), but does not want to 
actually execute it. To endow ULL with the capability of handling such situations, 
we define a function that, given an update ~, returns true if qJ is applicable and 
false otherwise. We define the function on universal and existential updates since 
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the success of iterated updates would not be well understood, as an iterated update 
terminates when it becomes not applicable. More formally, let K be the set of the 
universal and existential ULL general updates; we define a function from K into 
the set of the Boolean values true, false. Given a logic program P and an update 
~, the result of the function on ~, denoted by (~1, is defined as follows: 
true if ~ is applicable on P 
(q2) = false if ~ is not applicable on P. 
It is worth remarking that ( ) is a "pure" function with no side effects; thus, if we 
execute (~/ on a program P, the semantics of P is left unchanged whatever the 
result of (~) is. 
Since (~) returns a Boolean value, we can look at this function as a predicate 
and, therefore, we allow its presence in the conditions of general updates. We call 
(~) a hypothetical update. 
As an example, suppose that fled, an employee of a software house, requests a
new computer from the company's boss. The boss wants to approve fred's request 
for a new personal computer only if there is sufficient funding in his budget for every 
employee to be given a new computer-- just in case, on seeing the new computer, 
everyone lse decided to request one. If it succeeds, then this particular update 
only results in the approval for buying the requested computer. Assuming that 
employees are stored in a relation of arity three, the budget of the boss, expressed 
in dollars, is represented by the tuple stored in the unary relation budget, and the 
new computer equested by fred costs $3000, the manager's decision strategy can 
be realized by the following update: 
(V( employee( Z1, Z2, Z3) - budget(X) + budget( X - 3000)budget(Y), Y >_ 0)) 
+buy_computer - budget(X) + budget(X - 3000). 
Indeed, the precondition, consisting of the hypothetical update 
(Y ( ernployee( Z1, Z2, Z3) - budget(X) + budget( X - 3000)budget(Y), Y > 0)) 
succeeds if and only if there is sufficient funding for every employee to be given a new 
computer. Then, if it succeeds, a new computer is bought for f red  (+buy_computer), 
and the budget is decreased ( -budget(X)  + budget(X - 3000)). 
We point out that the scope of the variable appearing within (q2) is local to ~; 
thus, these variables do not bind any variables outside (~}. With reference to the 
above update, the variable X occurring in the hypothetical update does not bind 
the variable X occurring in -budget(X)  + budget(X - 3000). Moreover, note that, 
even if the precondition succeeds, it leaves the program unchanged, so that the 
budget uple holds its initial value and is correctly decremented by the cost of one 
computer by the actual update operation. 
As far as the evaluation of the hypothetical updates are concerned, a simple 
implementation (~) can be obtained by the following steps. 
1. A back-up copy BC of the definitions of each predicate appearing in an update 
operation of • is created before evaluating (~). 
2. • is evaluated following the algorithms illustrated in Section 5 (a trivial mod- 
ification will be needed to make explicit the information about whether ~ is 
applicable or not). 
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3. The back-up copy BC is restored to cancel the effect of • (and, if (~) yields 
a positive result, continue the execution of the general update). 
We close the subsection by highlighting some analogies between this extension of 
ULL and two other works on hypothetical reasoning, namely, Hypothetical Datalo 9 
[14] and N-Prolog [26]. 
Hypothetical Datalog [14] extends Datalog allowing the presence of hypothetical 
goals in the rules' bodies. A hypothetical goal is of the form B[add : C] or B[del : C], 
where B is a literal and C is an atom. Intuitively, B[add : C] evaluates trim if 
"inserting C into the database allows B to be inferred"; symmetrically, B[del : C] 
evaluates true if "deleting C into the database allows B to be inferred." Thus, a 
rule with a hypothetical goal, say, A ~- B[add : C] means "infer A if inserting C 
allows the inference of B." 
The analogy to our extension is immediately recognized. Indeed, a hypothetical 
goal B[add: C] (B[del : C]) can be equivalently represented in ULL by the hypo- 
thetical update (+CB) ( ( -CB) ) .  6 Moreover, a hypothetical rule r: A ~- B[add : C] 
is similar to the update g2 = (+CB}+A. However, since hypothetical Datalo 9 is a 
query language, while ULL is an update language, hypothetical goals are used in 
different ways in the two languages. For instance, even if B[add : C] is completely 
equivalent to (+CB}, the above rule r "infers" A if the hypothetical goal B[add : C] 
is true; while its ULL version ~ "inserts" A in the database if (+CB)  is true (i.e., 
if B[add : C] is true). Thus, according to the different nature of the two languages, 
hypothetical Datalo 9 derives intentional information leaving the underlying database 
unchanged, while ULL actually modifies the database. 
N-Prolog [26] is an extension of Prolog [53] which allows hypothetical implica- 
tions in the clauses. The allowed hypothetical implications are of the form A -~ B. 
A -+ B succeeds from a program P iff B is derivable from the program P enriched 
with A. Therefore, a hypothetical implication A + B in N-Prolog is very similar 
to our hypothetical update (+AB) (and to the goal B[add : A] of hypothetical 
Datalog). 
6.3. Update Procedures 
Here, we consider the problem of organizing ULL updates into procedures that 
might be called in other updates. Therefore, ULL updates can be associated with 
a name. Such named complex updates are called procedures. Thus, given any ULL 
update ~, the syntax 
n(X1, . . . ,Xk) = 
declares an update procedure with procedure name n and parameters X I , . . . ,  Xk: 
where X1, •. •, Xk are variables occurring in qJ. k~ is called the body of the update 
procedure n. n (X1, . . . ,  Xk) is called the update procedure identifier. 7
Example fi.I. Consider the complex update presented in Section 2 that executes 
the leveling-up of the salaries of all zoo's employees with the same working seniority. 
We can declare a correspondent update procedure, that uses the seniority as the 
6We are assuming ground atoms. 
7Without  going into subtle implementat ion details, we assume that all the current update 
procedure definit ions are stored in a suitable workspace associated to the current ULL session. 
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parameter, as follows: 
level - up(Y) = *(employee(X, ]I Z), employee(X, Y,Z), Z < Z, 
- employee(X, Y, Z) + employee(X, Y, -Z)). 
Similarly, we can define an update procedure that raises the salaries of employees 
with a working seniority greater than two years by a certain percentage P:
raise(P) = V(employee(X, Z,Y), Z >_ 2 - employees(X, Z Y) 
+employee(X, Z Z × (1 + (P/100)))). 
In this case, the raise-percentage is not a fixed, say, 10%, but is given as the 
input to the procedure, using the parameter P. 
Say n(X l , . . . ,  Xr) is an update procedure identifier, and let ~ be a substitution. 
Then, a(n(X1, . . . ,Xr))  is an update procedure call. In analogy to procedure- 
calls in other programming paradigms, an update procedure name can be used 
wherever a basic update operation can be used, but will in general denote a complex 
manipulation on the input logic program. In particular, the parameters of the 
update procedure can be used to specify input data. This latter feature allows us 
to write an update procedure and then use it in different contexts, using different 
input data, which will cause the procedure to possibly yield different results. 
Example 5.2. Consider the update procedure level_up defined in the previous ex- 
ample. Then the update 
V(Zevd_up(Y)) 
has the same semantics as the corresponding update reported in Section 2. Coun- 
terwisely, the update 
~(level_up(Y)) 
will first nondeterministically choose a working seniority, and then will carry out a 
leveling-up involving only the employees having this seniority. Analogously, if the 
zoo manager decides to carry out the salary leveling-up only for employees with the 
same working seniority as tom, then the following update might be used: 
~(employee( tom, Y, Z), level_up(Y)). 
Similarly, if the zoo manager decides to raise employee's salaries by 7%, then the 
update raise (7) might be used. 
REMARK 6.2. The quantification/binding schema associated to each variable is 
determined by the modality specifier of the update where this variable appears. 
For instance, in 
3(s(X), n(X)) 
where n is the following update procedure: 
n(X) = V(p(Y) + q(X)). 
The binding scheme for the variable X is determined by the existential modality 
specifier, whereas that for the variable Y, which is not visible within the existential 
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update, but is visible within the body of the procedure n under the universal 
modality, is the one determined by the universal modality specifier. Note, moreover, 
that Proposition 4.1 extends also to update with procedure calls. So, for ground 
updates, the modality specifier is irrelevant. This is the reason for dropping it in 
the last update appearing in Example 6.2. 
In order to accommodate update procedures within the ULL semantics, we need 
to modify the definition of update operations and that of the T transformation 
mapping. 
Thus, an update operation U is defined as a syntactic of the form u l . -  Urn, 
where each ui is either a basic update operation or an update procedure call. 
The definition of the mapping r must be also extended because, now, the update 
operation that constitutes its second argument can also contain update procedure 
calls. In particular, we have to distinguish between basic updates and update 
procedure calls because these latter ones are resolved by a (mutually recursive) call 
to the ~ mapping. Then, Definition 4.2 is extended as follows. 
Definition 6.1. The function r is inductively defined as follows. Let U be an 
update operation, E be a set of grounding substitutions for U, and P denote the 
ground instantiation of P. Then 
1. if U = +Q, then r( P, +Q, E) = P to {or(Q) ~--I ~ ~ r.}; 
2. if u = -Q ,  then r (P , -Q ,E)  = P -  {r ~ P [  3a ~ E s.t. H(r) = a(Q)}; 
3. if U = n(t l , . . .  ,tk) is an update procedure call, then T( P, n ( t l , . . .  ,tk), E) is 
the (ground) program P~ inductively defined next. Let a l , . - . ,  ~l be an order- 
ing of E, • be the body of the update procedure, and a = {X1/t l , . . . ,  Xk/tk}, 
where X1 , . . . ,  Xk are the parameters of the update procedure identifier n (X1, 
• . . ,Xk) .  Then 
m 
P ,  = 
= 
4. if U = ®1Q1"'" ®k Qh(h >_ 2) then 
r( P, ®1Q1"'" @h Qh, ~,) = T(7( P, ®1Q1, E), ®2Q2... ®h Qh, E)). [] 
It is important to point out that the use of update procedure induces another source 
of don't-care nondeterminism in the language. Indeed, contrary to the case where 
update operations consist of basic updates only, when procedure calls are present 
in U, the order of application of the substitutions belonging to 2] in T( P, U, E) is 
relevant (see Definition 6.1(3)). 
We close this section by observing that the proposed extensions do not increase 
the expressive power of ULL. However, it is our conviction that the inclusion of these 
new features enriches the capability of the language to simply represent complex 
update activities (which is one major objective of ULL), making the language better 
suited for interesting classes of applications. 
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7. RELATED WORKS 
A significant amount of work has been done on subjects related to those treated in 
this paper, and this section will provide a brief survey. 
Before looking at those papers which address topics strictly connected to updates, 
we want to discuss the relationship between our work and the paper [40] which does 
not explicitly address the update problem. This paper extends traditional ogic 
programming with true negation, which permits" the explicit statement of the falsity 
of an atom. True negation is supported by allowing negative literals to appear in the 
heads of the logical rules (programs containing such rules being called extended logic 
programs). Possible conflicts deriving from the presence of true negation (an atom 
A and its negation -~A could be derivable at the same time) are solved in favor of 
negative literals, as negative rules are here considered as exceptions to the positive 
ones. Even if this paper does not face the update problem, there is a strong analogy 
between its approach to contradiction handling and our definition of the semantics 
of basic update operations. Indeed, the ULL semantics for the deletion -A  of an 
atom A on a logic program P coincides with the semantics (following Kowalsky 
and Sadri) of the extended logic program P U {~A ~-} obtained by adding the 
exception -~A ~- to the logic program P. Thus, our approach to the semantics of 
basic updates can also be viewed as a kind of logic program with exceptions, where 
insertions and deletions are the exceptions and override any conclusion that might 
otherwise be drawn from the original program. However, it must be noted that in 
order to truly represent our semantics in terms of logic programs with exceptions, 
the approach of [40] would have to be extended to support exceptions to exceptions, 
as some instance of a deleted atom could be inserted in the future. 
We now come to the examination of works that more strictly belong to the field 
of knowledge updating. A significant portion of the work regarding the task of 
updating logic programming based systems might be classified as extensions to the 
classical relational database view update problem. The problem of specifying the 
semantics of view updates can be rephrased as follows. Given a database DB, a 
set of views defining a number of implicit relations, and a tuple t to be inserted 
(resp., deleted) in an implicit relation R, determine a (set of) insertions/deletions 
of tuples in DB such that t belongs (resp., does not belong) to R. There are a 
number of works in the available literature which deal with the view update prob- 
lem in a classical relational setting [13, 18, 20, 21, 27, 41, 57]. In particular, [13] 
introduces the concept of complement, which might be considered the first attempt 
at studying view updating in a well defined mathematical framework. Other works 
refer to special relational settings: for instance, [15] refer to a universal schema in- 
terface [63], whereas [41] assumes independent database schemata. The complexity 
issue has also been addressed in this framework. For instance, [20] examines the 
complexity of the Bancilhon and Spyratos approach [13]. 
The connection between the view update problem and the problem dealt with 
here is immediately recognizable as soon as it is realized that views can be defined 
by means of logic programs. This is precisely the starting point for the works 
[7, 16, 22, 29, 30, 35, 47, 55, 61]. Given an update defined on an intentionally 
defined predicate, the references illustrate techniques by which a set of those base 
facts which accomplishes the required update is selected. Among these works, 
some are based on various reformulation of the problem as an abductive framework 
[16, 35], while others utilize techniques based on the construction of refutations 
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of the atom involved in the update [22]. Some authors restrict their attention 
to negation free clauses only (e.g., [61]), while others explicitly take into account 
the presence of negation (e.g., [7, 22, 29]), also utilizing the relationships between 
the insertion of a literal and the deletion of its complement to construct mutually 
recursive update procedures [30]. Rossi and Naqvi [55] define special techniques 
to support view updating based on the construction of certain auxiliary sets of 
atoms which are utilized by a modified SLDNF procedure during query answering 
on the updated logic program. The reference [47] proposes a language by which 
translators of updates can be constructed. A translator is a procedure which relates 
an update requested on an intentional predicate to a group of updates defined on 
a (intentional or extentional) predicate which defines it. This is a development of
the original proposals for adopting an assume operator in the place of the Prolog 
assert suggested by Warren [66]. This paper proposes a very elegant semantics for 
the language based on dynamic logics [33], and the possibility of using recursion 
gives the language a good expressivity. 
Apart from several minor differences, the main distinction between our view of 
the problem at hand, as stated in the Introduction, and the viewpoint adopted 
in the works cited above is that the latter works adopt the philosophy of pushing 
requested updates down to base relations, whereas our approach is that of executing 
updates directly on the predicates on which they are requested. 
A second group of works deals with the problem of updating "logical" databases 
[24, 25, 28]. A logical database is a collection of sentences of some logics. In 
this framework, the updating problem can be defined as follows: given a logical 
database D and a formula ~, modify D in such a way that p is logically entailed 
by the updated database. Logical entailment can be defined either on a syntactic 
or on a semantic ground. In the first case, reference is made to a theorem proving 
framework [17] and logical entailment corresponds to logical deducibility. In the 
latter case, the update is considered a transformation from models of a theory to 
new models, the syntax used for formalizing the theory being irrelevant. In [32], 
the various rationales underlying the two perspectives are discussed. 
The syntactic viewpoint is adopted in [24]. Here, a database consisting of a set of 
first order sentences closed under the can be deduced from operator is considered. An 
update is regarded as the condition to be satisfied by a resultant database. The set 
of all possible resulting databases having a minimal distance from the original one 
is taken as the result of the update. The proposed semantics is syntax-sensitive, in 
the sense that logically equivalent but syntactically different formulae may produce 
different results. Due to the need for the storing of multiple results, the complexity 
of the approach is exponential. This proposal is developed further in [25], where 
the notion of flock of theories is introduced in order to satisfactory handle multiple 
results. 
The semantic viewpoint is adopted in [28, 68, 69]. Winslett proposes a semantics 
for inserting arbitrary formulae into a logical database [68, 69]. The request can be 
conditioned to the satisfaction of some formula in the starting database state. The 
semantics of an update is described in terms of the modifications to be brought 
about in every model of the theory. Resulting models are constructed on the basis 
of a specific metrics. The semantics is syntax independent. The author illustrates 
an algorithm which implements her semantics, and proves that it runs efficiently. 
In Winslett's approach, incomplete information [34] is also handled. Winslett's 
metrics is used also in [28] where a language is proposed for expressing updates 
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in a logical database. Language semantics is based on the rationality postulates 
defined in [36]. The authors tudy both the expressive power of their language and 
the complexity of query answering on the updated database. An interesting result 
shown in [28] is that combining first order logic with the minimization determined 
by choosing minimal distances results in enhanced expressive power. Eiter and 
Gottlob [23] study the complexity of various methods for updating propositional 
knowledge viewed in terms of evaluation of counterfactuals. 
An obvious difference between these works and ours is that we are interested only 
in a specific form of knowledge representation, namely, logic clauses. This peculiar- 
ity affects the way in which we update this knowledge. As a matter of fact, as has 
previously been noted, our approach is neither completely syntactic nor semantic. 
Rather, it is a hybrid (obviously syntax sensitive, but semantically defined in terms 
of model modifications) which, however, we would argue, consistently generalizes 
the logic programming philosophy into the realm of theory updating. For example, 
we compare next Winslett's emantics of updates with ULL semantics using a very 
simple example (see also Section 4 above). Consider the two following programs: 
P1 = {a ~-, b ~-- a} and P2 = {a ~-, b ~-}. Clearly, P1 and P~ are logically equiva- 
lent. Consider the update -a .  With ULL semantics, we obtain ~ if we execute -a  
on -Pl, whereas we obtain {b} if we execute -a  on P2. Therefore, even though P1 
and P2 are logically equivalent, they are treated differently in ULL because ULL 
semantics i sensitive to the syntax used to define the knowledge base. In Winslett's 
approach, the corresponding update INSERT ~a WHERE true, independently of
whether it is executed on P1 or on P2, would result in the following semantics: 
{H(a), b}, where H(a) is a history predicate [69], and equivalent to the result ULL 
semantics yields on P2. 
The proposal in [9] moves along the same lines as the above mentioned group of 
works, but because of its peculiarities, deserves an independent discussion, s This 
paper [9] proposes a new logic, called Transaction Logic, which allows the pro- 
gramming, in a very uniform way, of (complex) queries and updates on arbitrary 
logic theories (including logic programs). Indeed, a transaction is a complex ac- 
tivity which may involve both querying and updating an underlying logic theory. 
Facilities for procedure declarations are provided. This Transaction Logic is not, 
really, one programming language. Rather, it may be seen as a general inguistic 
framework within which many specific languages can be embedded by simply speci- 
fying the form and semantics of the elementary updates. The language semantics i
model theoretic (it uses a newly developed notion of path structures), and elegantly 
connected to transaction executions via a notion of execution entailment. This 
Transaction Logic allows the definition of nondeterministic transactions. More- 
over, it allows the definition of many kinds of constraints on transaction executions 
and properties. The reference also provides a proof theory for the proposed logics. 
The first, and obvious, difference between the ULL and the Transaction Logic 
is that the ULL only handles logic programs, whereas the Transaction Logic copes 
with more general theories. Second, in the ULL, a clear distinction is made between 
what is an update and what is a query, whereas in Transaction Logics, this difference 
almost disappears. Third, Transaction Logic semantics is based on a (new) notion 
of logical entaihnent, whereas ULL semantics i quite operational in nature. Finally, 
8The paper [9] was published after we finished writing this paper, and we were not aware of it. 
We thank one of the anonymous referees for having brought it to our attention. 
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in ULL, we define both a specific form of elementary updates, and the associated 
semantics, whereas in Transaction Logic, no such form is defined. We want to 
stress this difference, since the problem of defining a new semantics for basic update 
operations (insertion and deletion of atoms) has been one major objective of our 
research. Interestingly, it would seem that the techniques used by Bonner and Kifer 
to define Transaction Logic semantics could be adapted to provide an alternative 
and more declarative definition of ULL semantics. We leave the problem of showing 
that ULL semantics can be embedded in Transaction Logic semantic schemes oi)en. 
But what is unclear, however, is the complexity of implementing Transaction Logic, 
for this formalism seems to be semantically very rich, and this might thus imply 
the necessity of employing very complex implementations. 
A further group of works concerns the definition of specific languages for updat- 
ing base relations in a database. The reference [2] discusses update specification 
and implementation w.r.t, several form of tables, including conditional tables. The 
presence of incompletely specified information is taken into account. The reference 
[3] proposes (two variants of) a language for update specifications. In [4], several 
extensions to Datalog [63] are proposed to program updates on a database. Lan- 
guage semantics is given in terms of fixpoint operators. The two references [3] 
and [4] include profound discussions about the expressive power of the proposed 
languages. In [48], the update sublanguage of the LDL system is illustrated. Fhis 
update language allows the updating of base relations only. Its syntax is that of 
ordinary logic clauses, but procedural constructs are allowed in the rule bodies. 
Analogously to [471, the definition of the language semantics is based on dynamic 
logics [33]. These works differ from ours in that our approach as also focused on 
the updating of derived relations defined by logical rules. 
Finally, as a related issue, we would refer to the maintaining of various kinds of 
constraints throughout knowledge base evolution (see, e.g., [6, 56]). 
8. CONCLUSIONS 
In this paper, a language for updating knowledge implemented in the form of a 
logic program has been presented. The language includes two basic update oper- 
ators that specify deletion and insertion of information in the logic program. The 
language also includes several simple control structures that serve the purpose of 
constructing compound update specifying sequencing, conditional, iteration and 
variable quantification. The presented approach is based on the idea of executing 
the insertion (or the deletion) of an atom A by modifying its truth evaluation, inde- 
pendently of A denoting extentional or intentional knowledge. The truth evaluation 
of the atoms inductively depending on the updated one(s) is modified accordingly. 
A number of examples have been presented to illustrate the use of tile update 
language. 
The language has been formally defined and its expressivity has been discussed. 
Then the problem of its efficient implementation has been studied and a complete 
language valuator has been designed. Moreover, the complexity of the evaluator 
has been investigated, proving that the language runs efficiently. Several extensions 
to the proposed language have also been introduced. 
Based on the proposed evaluation algorithms, the prototype of a system sup- 
porting the ULL language for manipulating deductive databases has been realized. 
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The system has been implemented upon a Prolog executor on Sun Workstations 
running Unix 4.2 BSD, and its overall architecture is illustrated in the Appendix. 
9. APPENDIX  
9.1. A. The ULL Prototype: Updating Deductive Databases 
In this Appendix, we describe the ULL prototype that has been implemented at the 
Universita' della Calabria. This prototypical implementation assumes Deductive 
Databases as the underlying logic language to be updated through ULL. 
The rationale underlying the choice of deductive databases for showing an im- 
plementation of ULL is mainly twofold. First, deductive databases constitute a
concrete application domain where the ULL language can be profitably used. Sec- 
ond, the peculiarities of deductive databases allow us a simpler and more efficient 
implementation f ULL. 
A deductive database is a function-free logic program. In a deductive database, 
the set of all rules with the same head predicate symbol, say p, is called the definition 
ofp. If the definition ofp consists of ground facts only, then p is called base predicate 
symbol; otherwise, p is called derived predicate symbol. Accordingly, a literal whose 
predicate symbol is derived (resp., base) is called derived (resp., base) literal. It is 
customary to view a deductive database P as composed of two parts: the Intentional 
Database (IDB(P)), consisting of the rules defining the derived predicate symbols of 
P, and the Extensional Database (EDB(P)) consisting of the ground facts defining 
the base predicate symbols of P. 
Usually, a deductive database has a small Intentional Database and a large Ex- 
tensional Database, that is actually stored in a relational database. Efficiency is an 
important concern in deductive databases, and in order to achieve effÉcient query 
answering, two syntactic restrictions are imposed on the intentional database: strat- 
ification [5] and safety [51, 63]. Let q and s be two derived predicate symbols; we 
say that q depends on s if there is a sequence of rules r0 , . . . ,  rn-1 in IDB(P) with 
head predicate symbols q0,.--, qn-1, respectively, such that 
1. q=q0,  
2. s = qn, and 
3. for i -- 1 , . . . ,  n the predicate symbol qi appears (positively or negatively) in 
the body of ri-1. 
A program P is stratified if no rule in IDB(P) has a negative literal in its body 
whose predicate symbol depends on the predicate symbol of the rule head. 
Intuitively, stratification disallows negation through recursive predicate symbols. 
Stratification can be detected in polynomial time in the number of predicates sym- 
bols occurring in P [5]. The well-founded model of stratified programs is total [65], 
and it can be computed as the least fixpoint of a growing operator [5]. Such an 
operator does not require the evaluation of unfounded sets and can be implemented 
very efficiently [8, 12], even using relational algebra [63]. 
The problem of safely computing the well-founded model of logic programs has 
led to the definition of range-restricted rules [63], i.e., rules such that every variable 
appearing in the head or in a negative literal in the body also appears in a positive 
body literal (programs whose rules satisfy such a condition are referred to as range- 
restricted programs). Intuitively, range-restrictness is a suËficient syntactic ondition 
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oi1 rules ensuring that constants appearing in the inferred atoms are limited to 
values that appear in the corresponding positive body literals. Therefore, for a 
given interpretation, the set of the logical consequences of a program P does not 
change if we extend the domain Universe. This property is known as domain 
independence [62], and programs exhibiting it are referred to as safe programs. It 
is worth noting that, although safety is basically a semantic notion, it is even more 
of a concern for the efficiency of query evaluation. Indeed, if a stratified program is 
range-restricted, then negation in the rules' bodies can be implemented by using the 
antijoin relational algebra operator instead of computing set complements. (Note 
that the safety we are talking about here is called static safety--see Section 5.4-- 
being query independent. Indeed, the implementation of query safety (see, again, 
Section 5.4) is quite complex, and therefore it has not been adopted in the present 
prototype. Thus, we adopt static safety here since this notion is general enough for 
a prototype whose main goal is demonstrating the usability of the ULL language). 
Therefore, throughout this section, we shall deal with stratified range-restricted 
function-free logic programs. 
A first question to be answered in this restricted context is: Are stratification and 
range-restrictness preserved through rewriting and updating a deductive database? 
This is important because fficient query answering techniques can be used on the 
updated programs as long as they are range-restricted and stratified. Obviously, we 
cannot expect to obtain this result if we allow nonground atoms (under a universal 
modality) to be inserted/deleted in a deductive database. So, in what follows, we 
shall assume that for each existential, universal, and iterated update, each variable 
occurring in the update operation or in the postcondition occurs in the precondition 
as well. The present version of the prototype does not support update operations 
involving rules. 
Fact A.1. Let P be a stratified and range-restricted logic program, p1 = 
Rewrite(P), and ~ be a general update. Then, Execute(P' ,  ~) is stratified and 
range-restricted aswell. 
A second issue that deserves attention is: Is it possible to take advantage of the 
particular structure of deductive databases to obtain a more efficient implementa- 
tion of ULL? 
The answer to the above question is affirmative. In particular, it is possible 
to take advantage of the partition of a deductive database P into its intentional 
and extensional components. We illustrate the improvement we obtain by using an 
example. 
Example A.1. Consider the following program P: 
p(a, b) ~-- 
p(c, d) 
rq : q(X) ~-- p(X,Y) ,  ~p(Y,X)  
Here, the extensional database consists of the two facts p(a, b) ~- and p(c, d) ~-, 
while the IDB contains only rule rq. The (total) well-founded model of P is 
WF(P)  = {p(a, b),p(c, d), q(a), q(c)}. The insertion or the deletion of a derived 
atom are to be treated as in the general case. Instead, because of the safety con- 
straint, we can realize an insertion or a deletion of a base literal just by inserting 
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or explicitly ruling out the corresponding atom from EDB(P). 
As a consequence, program rewriting involves only the intentional part of the 
program, and this represents a remarkable advantage since, as already mentioned, 
deductive databases usually have large extensional databases and relatively small 




rtq : q(X, to) ~- p(X, Y, V1), -~p(Y, X, 172), -,overridden_q(X, to) 
ovr(rq) : overridden_q(V1, Time) ~-- ~(V1, Time'), Time' > Time 
The procedures implementing program rewriting and the insertion and the dele- 
tion of atoms must be consequently modified. As a consequence, better concrete 
complexity results are obtained in this restricted case, even if the theoretical worst- 
case asymptotic omplexities do not vary. 
The resulting prototype architecture is shown in Figure A.1. The architecture 
basically consists of five main modules called User Interface, Rewriter, Executor, 
Query Machine, and Database Handler. Broadly speaking: 
1. The User Interface (UI) interacts with the user, gets a user request, calls the 
specific module dedicated to its execution, and provides the answer to the 
user. 
2. The Rewriter (REW) transforms a logic program into the corresponding 
rewritten version following the algorithm described in Section 5.2, modified 
to take advantage of the structure of deductive databases (see the example 
above). 
3. The Executor (EXEC) is the module in charge of executing eneral updates. 
It implements the algorithms described in Sections 5.3 and 5.4 (actually, the 
modified algorithms for deleting/inserting extensional predicates, simplified 
by taking advantage of the structure of deductive databases). 
4. The Query Machine (QM) computes the answer to a given query over a spec- 
ified program. It is a preexisting module implemented by Universit~ of della 
Calabria within the ESPRIT project 2424 KIWIS [43]. The module refers to a 
bottom-up model of computation which guarantees both soundness and com- 
pleteness of the answer. Efficiency is obtained thanks to the use of rewriting 
techniques that exploit possible bindings of the query [11, 39, 54]. 
5. The Database Handler (DBH) provides the functions for storing/retrieving 
facts and rules from the underlying database. 
Let us examine the foregoing in a little more detail. To this end, we describe the 
major steps involved in the execution of each of the three possible user requests: 
Program Creation, Query Evaluation, Update Execution. 
Program Creation. The UI passes the program to the module REW. First of 
all, REW analyzes the program to check that it is both safe and stratified. Then, 
the checked program is transformed into its rewritten version (see Section 5.2), and 
such a rewritten version is stored into the database by a call to the module DBH. 
Query Evaluation. The UI submit the query to the module QM which: (a) re- 
trieves the (part of) program relevant for the query from the database, (b) rewrites 
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such a program to exploit  possible query bindings, (c) executes this rewri t ten pro- 
grain, and (d) returns the computed answers. During this process, the module DBH 
is invoked for both retr ieving facts and rules and storing intermediate results. 
Update Execution. The general update,  say ~,  specified by the user is passed 
from the UI to the module EXEC.  This module basical ly follows tile steps i l lustrated 
by the a lgor i thms i l lustrated in Section 5 by using the module QM for comput ing 
the satisfying subst i tut ions.  The modif ications performed during the execution of 
qJ are stored into a journal  of EXEC,  called the restore journal, so that  they can be 
canceled in the case of failure of the update  (i.e., if the postcondit ion is not satisfied). 
If, on the contrary, the npdate  succeeds, then the modif ications become persistent 
and, from there on, user queries are evaluated against the updated  program. 
The prototype has been implemented upon a Prolog executor on Sun Worksta-  
t ions running Unix 4.2 BSD. 
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